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CLIMATIC CHANGE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

I. Describe some of earth'» past climate
changes and cite reasons for those changes.

2. Compare earth's atmosphere to a
greenhouse.

3. Name the greenhouse gases and identify
factors contributing to their increase in
earth's atmosphere.

4. Recognize some possible consequences of
global warming.

5. Identify personal and corporate actions to
control the volume of greenhouse gases and
reduce the impact of climatic change on the
environment.

INTRODUCTION

'1 he Gulf Coast region that we enjoy
today ....

its meadows, rnarshes, and torests ....
its lakes, rivers, and bays ...,
its rich biodiversity ....
and, yes, its sunny, mild climate �.,

is the result of changes that have occurred on
the earth over billions of years. Climate has

been a driving force in shaping those changes
in the earth, Climate continues to influence the
contour ot the land, the level of the waterways,
and the types of vegetation and wildlife
present. However, during this era of history,
human activities may be accelerating the
changes that nature would otherwise take
thousands of years to accomplish.

Earth's history, as recorded in rock», fossils,
ice, and ocean floor sediments, shows that the
dinosaurs of 150 million years ago lived in a
warm, tropical environment. Conversely, ouf
Cro-Magnon ancestors of 35,000 years ago
experienced an ice age environment in which a
third of the earth was covered by glaciers.
 See Geologic Tfnietnbie o» J>ax'e 28.!

Historical examples of climate change seem
to be caused by huge swings in temperature,
because people tend to look at each period as a
separate entitv. Actually, during a climate
change from cold to warm or vice versa,
temperatures increase or decrease bv small
increments in a detinite direction over long
periods thousands ot years. This gradual
change is good, because it allows species time
to adapt through natural selection or to
migrate, as their required habitat moves.

Earth's average temperature has increased
by 1' F over the last 100 years. Relative to pa it
records of change, this is rapid. FIov,«ver, this



increase has failed to alarm the public, Unfor-
tunately, most people do not realize that it only
takes a little change in the planet's average
yearly temperature to upset the balance in
nature.

The greenhouse effect and earth's position
in relation to the sun are responsible for our
planet having a climate that will support life.
But, some people think the climate may be
changing,

Are human activities responsible for
causing an enhanced greenhouse effect
that may be fueling the current warming
trend?

~ How will rapid global warming affect life
on earth?

~ Can the warming be slowed or halted?

~ Could the current warming trend be a mere
quirk in the climatic pattern that will correct
itself with time?

~ Should we as citizens of the next century
take a "wait and see" stance or should we
change our lifestyles in terms of consump-
tion of goods and energy to mediate the
predicted effects of climatic change?

The answers to these questions are not clear,
and drastically changing our consumption
patterns could cause far reaching economic
problems. Therefore, the issue of climatic
change is a topic of hot dabate. People on both
sides � those who believe that imminent
climatic change is too speculative to have
credibility and those who believe that earth' s
environment, as we know it, is headed for
drastic change, if not doom � are leading
campaigns to sway public sentiment,

Only time will tell the outcome; however,
today's students will be faced with making
personal and political decisions that may affect
the future outcome, To make intelligent,
responsible choices, they must understand

~ the greenhouse effect � its causes and
consequences

~ the need for maintaining a balance in nature

~ the wisdom of using resources sustainably

'I'his module will help your students to
understand climatic change so they can make
informed choices concerning their opinions and
actions.

The background information which follows
will be helpful in discussing climatic change
prior to viewing the video and in guiding
students toward logical and meaningful conclu-
sions throughout the viewing and postviewing
activities,

BACKGROVN13 INFORMATION

Change Happens

Earth's global climate is primarily deter-
mined by three conditions, The orbital pattern
of the earth around the sun, the tilt of the earth
toward the sun, and an atmospheric phenome-
non called the greenhouse effect.

Earth's orbital pattern changes from circular
to elliptical and back to circular in a 100,000
year cycle. Earth also tilts on its axis toward
and away from the sun over a 40,000 year cycle.
The coldest climate occurs when the most
elliptical orbit coincides with the greatest tilt
away from the sun. It was such a situation that
probably triggered the beginning of the last
major ice age about 80,000 years ago.

Because of these orbital and tilt cycles, the
earth goes through cold periods, conunonly
called ice ages, followed by shorter times of
warm climate called interglacia l
periods. During ice ages,
much of the earth's water

freezes and accumulates in
glacial sheets of ice. Sea
level is low. It was pro-
bably during an ice age
that land bridges allowed
early man to migrate from
one continent to another.
Conversely, during inter-
glacial periods, when the
climate warms, the ice

',0

melts, sea level rises, and
migration is slowed or made difficult.

Scientists have learned a great deal about
earth's past climate through studying the fossil
record, the annual rings of trees, and most
recently, by analyzing sediments from the floor
of the ocean for the amount of silicate present.



 Silicates Irelp griis ses stand upright, therefore the
ariio«nt of silicate in sediment saniples indicates the
extent of grasstands diiring various periods of
history.! Scientists analyze deep core samples
from permanently frozen areas in Antarctica
and Greenland for relative amounts of a heavy
isotope of hydrogen to learn more about
atmospheric conditions of the past.  During
warm periods, niore water evaporates, caiising the
snow for those periods of time to contain more of the
heavy isotope,!

These sources all show that climatic change
is a regular occurrence. Ice ages last for tens of
thousands of years  the last ice age lasted 70,000
years! and are followed by shorter interglacial
periods of 10,000 to 12,500 years. During the
last million years, the earth has gone through a
series of ice ages; we are obviously in an in ter-
glacial period at present. Based on this pattern,
chmatologists say that temperatures should be
cooling during the next few thousand years, as
the earth moves into another ice age.

The third phenomenon, commonly called
the greenhouse effect, modifies the earth' s
climate, making it suitable for life regardless
of ice age or interglacial conditions.

The Greenhouse Effect

~0%�

Energy emitted from the sun moves
through space as varying types of radiation.
Each type has a different wavelength and a
different effect on the rnatter that it contacts.

The amount of energy possessed by each type
of radiation corresponds to its wavelength-
the shorter the wavelength, the greater the
energy,

The energy in some types of solar radiation,
such as short-wave gamma and ultraviolet
rays, can harm living tissue, while radio waves,
which have long wavelengths, are harmless to
matter.

As the wavelength of radiation increases, the energy
it possesses decreases.

Fortunately, the combination of solar radi-
ation reaching the earth affects matter in life-
sustaining ways. For example, waves of visible
light fuel photosynthesis and enable some
animals to see, while warmth from infrared
radiation heats the environment and drives the
wa ter cycle.

Earth's neighbor planets, Venus and Mars,
receive enough radiation to support life, but the
resulting temperature on Venus produces a
blistering inferno while Mars resembles a
desolate, frozen desert, The difference between
earth and these two planets, besides their
distances from the sun, lies in earth's unique
atmosphere, a mixture of gases, droplets, and
dust that serves as a heat trap and a shield.
Without its unique atmosphere, earth's average
global temperature would be about 27'F  - 3'C!
instead of a comfortable 59'F �5'C!, and many
life forms would die from exposure to the cold
and to the sun's harmful forms of radiation.

Earth's atmosphere extends several
hundred miles into space and contains four
distinct layers. The layer closest to the earth
and extending about six miles into space is
called the troposphere; it is the only regi on of
the atmosphere where life can exist and where
the phenomena we call weather occurs.
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The second layer, the stratosphere, contains
a very special layer of gases called ozone,
Ozone absorbs most of the harmful ultraviolet
radiation entering earth's atmosphere and
converts the energy into heat,  Ultraviolet radi-
ation that penetrates the atrriosphere can burn or kill
living cells, tissue, and simple organisms.!

In the outer two layers of the atmosphere-
the mesosphere and the thermosphere � the
number of gas molecules decreases until they
blend with the atoms of helium and hydrogen
found in outer space,

About 99 percent of the atmospheric gases
are contained in the troposphere and strato-
sphere. Among the gases which make up the
atmosphere, 78 percent is nitrogen and 21 per-
cent is oxygen. Both nitrogen and oxygen,
though vital to life, are not significant in terms
of the greenhouse effect, because both are
transparent to solar radiation.

The remaining one percent of the atmo-
sphere is a mixture of trace gases that absorbs
incoming and outgoing infrared radiation, thus
warming the air and serving as a heat trap.
Because these trace gases � carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, chlorofluorocarbons
 CFCs!, and ozone � prevent the escape of
infrared waves in a manner similar to the
panels of a greenhouse, they are called
greenhouse gases.

Earth depends on the work of the green-
house gases to preserve a climate conducive to
life, About 30 percent of the solar radiation
moving toward earth is reflected by clouds and
dust in the troposphere, another 20 percent is
absorbed by the atmosphere, The remaining 50

percent reaches earth's surface and is absorbed
by the water, ground, and living things.

The tate of solar radiation bound for the earth.

Matter that is warmed by solar radiation
gives off infrared radiation which then returns
toward space. At this point, the greenhouse
gases play their major role, for the infrared
radiation emitted from earth's surface  which
would otherwise escape back into space
insuring earth a subfreezing average global
temperature! is absorbed by the greenhouse
gases. This heat energy is then reradiated back
toward earth, warming the air and raising the
average global temperature.

The plants and soil inside the greenhouse  a! absorb sunlight
and then emit weaker infrared heat waves. These weaker heat
waves cannot escape the glass so the temperature of the air
inside the greenhouse gets warmer. Malter warmed by sunlight
on the surface of the earth  b! also emits infrared radiation. This
heat is then absorbed by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
preventing their escape into outer space Thus, earth's surlace
temperature, iike the inside of a greenhouse. stays warmer than
il would otherwise.

It appears that the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere is directly proportional
to the amount of warming that occurs on a
planet. Venus' atmosphere is 96 percent carbon
dioxide. Therefore, virtually all incoming
radiahon is trapped, boosting Venus' surface
temperature to an average 840'F �49'C!. Mars,
on the other hand, has very little atmosphere, so



virtually all of the solar energy it receives is
reflected or radiated back into space, leaving
the planet with an average surface temperature
of -10'F  -23'C!. As the concentration of
greenhouse gases increases, more heat is
trapped and the average global temperature
rises.

Geological records show that warm periods
in earth's past have been accompanied by
higher levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases. During the warm
Cretaceous Period, increased volcanic activity
released huge amounts of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere.

The amount of greenhouse gases in earth' s
atmosphere is growing at an alarmingly rapid
pace. Could this increase enhance the natural
greenhouse effect to the extent of disrupting
present environmental conditions? Many
scientists think it can and will.

The Enhanced Greenhouse Effect

Natural processes have generally kept the
amount of greenhouse gases in balance. The
amount being produced through respiration,
decay, volcanic action, and natural forest fires
has been used by plants and algae during
photosynthesis or absorbed by the oceans.

However, with the advent of the Industrial
Revolution in the late 1700s and the subsequent
exponential growth of the human population,
excessive amounts of the greenhouse gases
have been added to the atmosphere through
various human activities. The enhanced
greenhouse effect is the term used to dis-
tinguish the natural greenhouse effect from the
current warming that might be caused by these
excessive amounts of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere.

A description of each of the greenhouse
gases and their sources follows.

~ Carbon dioxide  CO,! accounts for 50 percent
of the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. It
is naturally emitted from decaying plants
and animals, during volcanic eruptions,
during respiration in living organisms, and
anytime organic rnatter  especially the fossil
fuels � coal, oil, natural gas, and wood!
burns.

co,
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Carbon dioxide emissions are 25 percent
higher today than they were 200 years ago,
and human activities are mostly to blame.
Today's highly mechanized world burns
fossil fuels to produce the energy needed for
transportation, manufacturing, and
producing electricity, This energy is not
recyclable, As these activities increase, more
fossil fuel must be burned, and an increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide occurs.

Deforestation also adds to the increase in
CO, levels. When forests are cleared for
agricultural, residenhal, and industrial
development, fewer trees remain to use CO,
from the atmosphere during photosynthesis.

~ Methane  CH,! is produced naturally as
microbes break down organic matter in the
absence of oxygen. This happens in water
logged conditions such as rice paddies and
marsh areas, and in the digestive tracts of
farm animals and termites.

As human population growth has escalated
dunng the past century, more and more rice
and cattle have been raised, driving the
emission of methane to higher levels. Today,
methane accounts for 20 percent of green-
house gases.

To make matters worse, methane has the
capacity to absorb more heat per molecule
than carbon dioxide, so its impact on global
~i arming could be immense, should levels
continue to rise.

+ 1Vitrous oxide  N.O!, better known *s
"laughing gas" bv those who depe'nd on its
anvrety-relieving properties in the dentist' s
office, is emitted during the burning of fos»l
fuels and the breakdown ot nitrogen-
containing fertilizers used in agriculture. It
make» up 15 percent of the greenhouse gases.

~ Chforoflrrorocarbons  CFCs! are a family of
rnanrnade chemicals that have bn.n used in i

number of industrially important processes
since their invention in the 1910s. The best
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known CFC is freon, which is used as a
coolant in refrigerators, freezers, and air
conditioning systems, Other CFCs are used
as foaming agents to produce materials such
as styrofoam, as cleaning agents for sensitive
electronic equipment such as computer chips,
and as propellants in aerosol cans,

At the outset, these synthetic chemicals were
heralded as a boon to modern life. They
were easy and inexpensive to make, had a
variety of useful applications, and appeared
safe to use. Today, they account for 15 per-
cent of earth's greenhouse effect and, like
methane, have a greater heat-absorbing
capacity than carbon dioxide, molecule for
molecule.

CFCs have also been linked to a breakdown
in the stratospheric ozone layer which pro-
tects organisms on earth from the harmful
effects of ultraviolet radiation.

> Ozone � ! is produced naturally in the outer
reaches of the stratosphere. High energy
solar radiation breaks apart free oxygen �,!.
Some of these highly reactive oxygen atoms
combine with oxygen molecules to form the
three-atom molecules called ozone,

These three-atom molecules of oxygen form a
thin, protective shield around the earth that
absorbs and reflects most of the harmful
ultraviolet radiation from the sun, Since
ozone gains heat in the process of absorbing
solar radiation, it is considered a greenhouse
gas. It does not, however, contribute to the
enhanced greenhouse effect, for the amount
of stratospheric ozone appears to be
decreasing rather than increasing,

< Wafer vapor  H,O! is part of the water cycle
on earth, and as such, is vital to life. How-
ever, one of the properties that makes water
so important to life � its ability to absorb
and hoM heat, thus modifying the

environment � also makes it a greenhouse
gas in the atmosphere. As the climate warms
on earth, liquid water evaporates, becoming
water vapor in the atmosphere. This vapor,
in turn, holds more heat energy radiating
from the earth.

Possible Consequences of Global Warming

Past geologic records show a correlation
between warm interglacial periods and higher
levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases. As the
emission of these gases continues to increase, a
similar warming trend is likely to occur, A
major difference between previous periods of
global warming and today's occurrence is the
element of time. Then, the change was gradual,
over thousands, sometimes tens of thousands of
years, The present warming trend is likely to
occur in a hundred years or less.

The exact effect of the increased levels of
greenhouse gases on the global climate and,
ultimately, on aquatic and terrestrial habitats is
uncertain. However, scientists have combined
laws of physics, mathematical equations, and
descriptions of natural physical processes such
as cloud formation and deep ocean mixing to
develop computer models that present a picture
of possible change.

Models sometimes lack all variables of the
systems they portray. Thus, they provide a
glimpse of what might happen, rather than
what is certain to happen. But, as models
become more advanced, predictions become
more reliable. Among the current predictions
for climatic change in the next century are:

~ Average global temperature increases of 5'F
to 9'F �.5'C - 4.5'C!, This will vary depend-
ing on the insulating effect of clouds and the
capacity of the oceans to absorb CO, from the
atmosphere.

~ A sea level rise of 2 to 7 feet caused by the
melting of polar ice caps and mountain
glaciers coupled with the effect of thermal
expansion in the oceans.  As ntoleculcs
become warmer, they spread apart filling more
volume.!

The effects of such abrupt changes in
average temperatures and sea level are for the
most part negative.



Sea level rise will i ni tiate several negative effects,

1. Many low-lying Gulf Coast lands will
become inundated with water. Among the
first to be affected will be the Florida Keys
and other barrier islands. Flooding may
drive people from homes and businesses in
coastal cities such as Houston, Biloxi, Mobile,
New Orleans, and Tampa. The cost of
battling the onslaught of the sea will be
enormous; options will include raising
hoines and buildings off the ground and
building dikes, sea walls, elevated beaches
and artificial barrier islands.

2, Some wetland habitats such as estuaries, salt
marshes, mangrove swamps, freshwater
marshes, and bogs will diminish, be partially
displaced inland, or completely disappear.
These habitats are home to many species of
small animals, nesting or resting sites for
migratory birds, and nurseries for a variety
of fish and shellfish species. The fishing
industry will be severely affected by the loss
of these wetlands.

3. People living in coastal areas that depend on
groundwater as a source of drinking water
will find their water supply tainted as salt
water seeps into coastal aquifers.

Weather extremes may increase.

1. The number and severity of tropical storms
and hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico may
increase.

2, Forest fires may increase as drought makes
the soil dry and vegetation brittle.

3.. Winter storms resulting from the collision of
air inasses may increase in number and
severity. When moist, warm air from the

Gulf of Mexico collides with a cold, polar,
northern front, blizzard conditions result.

Agriciiltiire patterns will change.

I. Higher atmospheric temperatures will cause
more evaporation of water from lakes, rivers,
oceans, and the soil. In areas where water
bodies are few, the evaporation will lower
water tables, deplete aquifers, and result in
periods of severe drought. The opposite ~ill
occur in areas v here surface water is abun-

dant. Increased evaporation will produce
more clouds, rain, and increased incidences
of flooding.

2. 'Many of the crops that clothe and feed
people cotton, soybeans, corn, ~ heat,
rice are sensitive to changes in tempera-
ture and precipitation. As climate patterns
change, the yield of these crops ~i ill decline,

3. Less land ~ ill be available for agriculture as
sea level rise and flooding inundate and
erode coastal and river delta crop lands.

Biodiversltv tctlt decline a- niare specie. became
threatened, eiidangered and erti nct.

I. A warming global climate will cause a
change in the distribution of species. Forests
will move awai from the equators, to~i ard
the poles some coniterous torests may
becoine deciduous torests, while some
deciduous forests mas he replaced ivith
grasslands. As the dorrunant i egetahon in a
habitat changes, so do the h~ of animal
species that inhabit it.

2. As oceans warm, current patterns and the
distribution of marine lite will change. Horne
organisms will die in the warmer water.



Coral reef cornrnunitie» xiill he harii hit 1< r
two reasons. Fir»t, th» suri i>. al <>f the tini
coral animal», w hich build the reef, depends
on a symbiotic relation»hip with certain
algae. IVhen water temperature ri»e», the
coral expel the algae and e~ entually die.

Second, rising sea Ie~ el will cause the water
to become deeper over the reef. Thi» will
prevent the penetration of light required by
algae for photosynthesis.  Tt!» i! lpga< t>n>«ide
fU ><1 fiick' t I! i' cori! t. !

Coral reefs provide habitat tor about a third
of the ocean's tropical fish and other marine
organisms. Thus, as the coral in the Gulf of
Mexico decline, so will the entire reef
community; thi», in turn, will ~ffect the
coinmerc ial fishing industrv.

3. Insect species will possibly benefit from
global warming, for fewer will freeze during
the winter. That means that more insects v ill
survive to destroy crops and spread diseases
such as malaria, yellow tever, and
ence pha I itis.

Can Anything Be Done To Slow Or Halt The
Pred i cted Changes?

The consequences of glob<>1 warming,
described in the pi evious section, pre»ent a
bleak picture. However, »cienti»ts are not cer-
tain about the duration of this earming trend
or the effects on specific region» of th» globe.

Thi» uncertainty has made many people
skeptical of the predictions. But to do nothing
to deter globalwarming is tc invite the worst
consequences. Besides, many efforts to halt the
possible causes of globalwarming are beneficial
to individuals as mell as the environment. The
following are actions that may help.

1. Conserve energy and save money by

~ turning off lights when leaving a room.

~ dr iving less and walking more.

~ buying cars that get better gas mileage.

~ turning the thermostat down in the winter
and up in the summer,

~ buying energy efficient appliances when
replacing old ones,

~ u»ng tliiiirescent lights xsheneve r possible.
it/ii it ii.i i>i!a f~nirtt! ttir. e»i rgit ii/!»ca»-
<7<'sce»t l»! les»»<f lost i! p to 10 t!»ies as lo!ig.!

2. Reduce the emission of greenhouse gases bv
supporting or encouraging

~ a tax on fuel and power consumption.

~ research for chemicals that do not harm
the' environment to repl<ice CFCs.

~ a worldwide ban on using CFC» a» a
propellant in spray cans.

~ less use <>f nitrogen-based fertilizers by
the agriculture industry, fariner», and
gardeners.  Sei'k   t ti'r»'! t! ni' »»'ttio<ts for
i'i! ci i! t!'i! v i i! v I it»» t j' vi'i e t t! . !

~ the resea rch, devel op in en t, a n d use, w hen
pi>»»ible, of alternahve, non-combustion
energy source» such as solar, wind, and
x~ ave power

3, Limit and recycle waste. 'I'his ii ill reduce the
landfill problem while cutting down on the
amount of fossile fuels needed to rnanufac-
ture new products.

4. Reduce deforestation, and plant trees in area»
that have been previously clear cut,

5. Support research that may help humans and
other living things adapt to the global
changes that do occur. Examples are

+ genetically engineering varieties of crops
that are more resistant t<> drought and
heat.

designing irrig,ition systems that waste
less water

~ »etting up migration corridors, so animals
can easily move to suitable habitats.

Climatic change is an issue of global con-
cern. Efforts to avert possible hardships and
loss from such a change can begin with indi-
viduals and progress to international action.
Teachers have a unique opportunity to encour-
age actions in their students that can ultimately
affect local, state, national, and international
policy.





DAY S~ I Continue the Video and Begina Acti v i ty 11

1�. ASk stud<'I!fh tO COn!n!»nt  !n tl! ngs th<'V
hav» l»am»d about the imp<!rt<anc» <il th»
atlnospher» and clin!atic ch!ng»,

rL!pti !n: l.ist on tho boar<1 th . Con~»quences
ot s»a 1»v»l rls»!n»nt«in»d in th»
da Vdr»a nas,

ll, Contlnu» th» vid»o until instruct»d t<! st ip
for Activitv ll: Lafitt»'~ Island. [10 minut»s]

15. Vv'atch th ' r»maindor <!F th» video progralr!.
[H m!'nut»sj

16. Hav» stud»nts wol k c<!op»rativ»ly in their
gruup t ! an sw  r the VOStvi » ring Q�»St i<!! I<<
On pag»s 12-14. [1 ! mi!n! t»sJ

17, Discuss ansv,»rs to the Postvieming
Qu»stiol!s. [7 minutes[

VOCABULARY

The following terms are used at various times throughout the module, The definitions should be
adapted to suit the students' grade level,

Biosphere: The living portion of the earth-
microbes, fungi, algae, plants, and
animals,

Cryosphere: The frozen part ot the earth�
snow, ice, glaciers, icebergs, and polar ice
caps,

10

T»11 them that in th» n»xt part <it th» vid»<!
th»v w ll b» 1<'a! nIng about wavs that
»arth's at!nosph»r  is lik» a gr»»nhous» <and
t V p» s  ! t ga s»s I h a t n! <1 v b» <In 1! a n c!n g t h  <
gr»»nh<!us»»tfect on earth. [! n!inul»s]

12 1 i11ow tl!< Pr ic»dur» outlin»<i in th»
Teach»r instructions <in pag» 24 to hav»
groups C in'Ip<!S» aI!d 1»h»arS» ] '<! n S
day<ir»a!n. [3.'! minut»s~

Atmosphere: The nu xture of gases thai
surrounds a planet, Earth's atmosphere,
which is primarily nitrogen and oxygen,
goes several hundred miles into space and
is composed of four distinct layers � the
troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere,
and thermosphere.

Barrier islands: Long, narrow, low-lying ridges
of sand that develop parallel and close to a
shoreline. They help break the force of
tropical storms and hurricanes and
therefore serve as a protective shield for
the mainland.

~, Read or Dramatize l>aydreams andQKI '
Corn p 1 etc the Video

11. Ail<i!v <'lch gruup 3-5 n!inut»s to re<!CI OI
dral»atii» [»a!!'S d,!i dr»am. ['20 minut»i]

1l. L»ad the class in <! hri <t discussi !n about
a clio� < lnd I VIcl u<	4 c<!n t<!kt 'to contr !l t' he
vcdun1» of gr»»nhou~» gas».i <1nd r»duc» th».
Inlpact Of Cll!!! at!c  'hang» OI! tile
»n Vlr<!I'll'!'1»n t.  I  'f 'r fr! Hr!Cf< <11!!l 1 	 <7
f!lfnl'!Iu!fir!!I  »I f!r!<;I' <H.J [! I!!inLlt»4[

lH. At thc t»ach»r's discr»ti !n, the Evaluation
s»Ctinn  pag»S 29-32! !nay b» assigned fOr
h<!IT!»W !rl Or us»d tO acreilnpany th«next
unit test. 1 h»r» <1r» also activiti»s in the
E!<t»I�!<!n s»et!on l'« lg»h 14-1 !! that Inav b»
us<< i f<ir further studv.

Climate: A description of the average
weather condi tions � rainfall,
temperature, humidity, etc. � for a
region over an extended period of time
 several years!.



Deforestation: Ck ~ring a forest ot all its tr»e».
This i» usuallv done to provide»pac» for
agriculture or construction, or to provide
th» raw materials for wood products.

Enhanced greenhouse effect: Global warm-
ing attributed to human activities that are
increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
beyond that caused by natural means,

Fossil fuels: Energy sources � coal, oil, and
natural gas � derived from the remain»
of organism» that lived millions of years
ago,

Respiration: The proc»»s used by all
organism» to take in oxygen and release
carbon dioxide.

Sea level rise: An increase in the amount of
saltwater covering the earth's surface,

Solar  electromagnetic! radiation: Waves of
energy emitted from the sun. Types of
solar radiation are identified by their
wavelength and energy � the shorter the
wavelength, the higher the energy. They
range from short, high energy gamma
rays to long, low energy radio waves.

Glacier: A slowly moving mass of ice that
covers mountain~ or large areas of land.

Global warming: The current increase in
average temperatures worldwide.

Greenhouse effect: The warming of earth' s
atmosphere, as solar energy is trapped by
certain atmospheric gases.

Greenhouse gases: Atmospheric gases that
cause the greenhouse effect by absorbing
infrared radiation, then radiating it
toward earth. Although these gases�
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
water vapor, ozone, and chlorofluoro-
carbons  CFC»! � comprise only a small
portion of the atmosphere, they account
for virtually all of the atmosphere's ability
to trap heat.

Hydrosphere: All of the earth's lakes, rivers,
streams, seas, oceans, and groundwater,

Ice ages: Long periods of cold climate during
which glaciers expand worldwide. The
last ice age began about 80,000 years ago
and lasted 70,000 years.

Infrared radiation: Solar radiation just
beyond the range of visible light; often
identified as heat.

Interglacial periods: periods of warm climate
between ice ages; these periods usually
last 10,000 to 12,500 years.

Lithosphere: The earth's land mass rocks,
soil, and minerals.

Stratosphere: The second layer of the earth' s
atmosphere. It extends about 30 miles
into space and contains a thin layer of
ozone gas that protects the earth from
most of the sun's harmful ultraviolet
radiation.

Sustainable use: Managing earth's resources
in ways that will ensure a supply of the
resources for future generations.

Thermal expansion: An increase in the
amount of space occupied by a substance
as its molecules absorb heat and spread
out.

Transpiration: The movement of water vapor
out of a plant through its leaves.

Troposphere: The layer of the atmosphere
closest to earth's surface. It extends about
seven mile» into space and is the region
where living things can survive and
weather phenomena clouds, thunder-
storms, hurricanes � occur.

Ultraviolet radiation: A form of high energy
radiation that has the ability to burn
living tissue. The earth is shielded from
most of the sun's harmful U V radiation

by the ozone layer in the stratosphere.

Water vapor. The gaseous state of water.

Weather: Atmospheric conditions that occur
at a parhcular place and time, for
example, the temperature, humidity,
precipitation, and ~ ind velocity in a ci ty
on a certain day or an event such as a
blizzard or thunderstorm.



PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

l. Earth's atmosphere  air! i» part of the sky.
Name as many things in th» sky a» you can.

S<rrne responses i ncliide:

~ C/ottds, rain,four�s/eef, and snore

~ St»t, moon, and stars

~ Birds, bats, and insects

~ Airplanes, hof air balloons, kifes

~ Gases  oxygen, riifrngeti, argon, i<rid carb<rri
dioxide!

~ Dr<st arid chetiiicals fro»i factories  po//utioti
sire/i as ozotte, tiifrous oxide, carlrott
moiroxide and su/ fiir dioxide!

2. A resource is something that is useful. For
example:

~ Water is used for drinking and cleansing.

~ S<>t<tr eriergil tltlit dri < eS tire n'ater <'t!C/e arri/
 !ie/s /rit<?t<rsl/rltlr<'sls.

~ lVirt</ fhaf sirread» seeds, ettabies the j7<'ght of
irtsecfs <i<id irt/ter flyirtgaiiininls, a»d can be
<ised to ger<crate electricity.

The climate of a particular place is a
description of its average weather con-
ditions � rainfall, temperature, humidity
over an extended period of time  many
years!. Describe the climate where you live,

Tire clintafe nf the states borderitig tire Gulf of
Mexico tends to be niild and dry in the zoinfer
� very fezo darts <rf fr eezi»g tent perati< res and
raiti, Sutnniers are hot, hii»tid, and rainy�
high te»iperatures offer  range front 9S'F to over
10f!'F �3 "-38'C! and daily afteriioon shozoers
are cottittlori alottg tire coast.

/lurricanes ireriodicaliy occur frotri !utze tiirouglz
Nozrerttber and fhe tiireat of tornadoes is present
dt<ritig the spring and fiii/.

Has the clii nate on earth always been like it
i» today? Explain your answer.

~ Forests provide food and shelter for
animals and raw material» for building.

~ Oil is used to mak» gasoline, crayons,
deodorant, bubble guin, and many other
useful products,

When burned, oil provide» energy f<ir
producing electricity and running
engines.

Why is th» atmosphere  air! a valuable
res o urce?

Tir<' afrllosjrl rene ct!rib<iris:

~ Gases trecessnry for life,

! Carbon dioxide is tised by planfs to make
food. Oxygen i» «sed by organisnis dr<ring
cell iilar resiri ratio<i  t/te breakdonin of food
that releases etiergy, carboii dioxide, arid
z<>ater!. Nitrogen is <ised by sotrie bacteria to
triake nitrafes, Tliese cotiiiroiinds are flieri
tised br/ ofher orgarrisrtrs fo prod<ice cells and
tire <'ll< iriicals tiecessary for lif».

~ Water <vlir<rr tltai c<rrtdertses to firrni cloi<ds-
iiizrt of th<' z<'<it<'1' cifcle.

No. Tire
fossil recriril
iirid ofher
g <'0/o gr 1 c
stl<dl<'s sitoz<' t/

fhe dir<OS<iiirS <
100 tttil!ion yea
ago /i<red in an
er i zri rot t tn en t t/
z<iiis uiartner tii

today. These
record» also shozo tiiaf the earth has gone
tliroiigh nta»y ice agesfol/or<~a</ by ireriods of
z«'Jrrrtit tg

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Describe ways that a greenhouse and
earth's atmosphere are similar,

Basic:

The roof arid zvalls of a greenhouse are made
of a substance  <<stra//if glass vr plastic! that is
trattsparent to solar radiafion; earfh's
attriosphere  air! i» also franspare»t fo solar
radiatiot t.



~ A r<erihir«se proficts terider vegetation from
thc cold of the o«tside environment by trap-
ping warm infrared radiation inside its glass
or plastic watts and roof. Similarly, certain
gases i n the atniosphere keep earth's surface
temperature at a level that will support life by
absorbing infrared radiation and radiating it
toward earth.

QQ

e. A layer ot this gas in the stratosphere
provides a shield around the earth that
blocks out most of the sun's harmful
ultraviolet radiation.

f. This gas can both cool and warm the
atmosphere. It is part of the water cycle.

a. Chlorofluorocarbons  CFCs!
b, Carbon dioxide  CO,!
c, Mefhane  CH,!
d, Nitrous oxide  N,O!
e. Ozone  O,J
f. Water vapor  H.O!

Advanced:

Solar radiafion enters a greenhouse and is
absorbed by the objects and organisms inside.
In furn, the warmed object's and organisms
give off radiation in the form of i nfrared
waves. However, the infrared radiation does
not have enough energy to move out through
the roof and walls of the greenhoiise. As a
result, the erivironment inside the greenhouse
stays warmer than theenvironment outside
the greenhouse. Certain gases in earth' s
atmosphere act like the transparent panels of a
greenhouse. They allow a portion of solar
radiation to move through the atmosphere to
earth's surface but fhen absorb warni i nfrared
radiation emitted from the earth fhat woiild
otherwise radiateinto outer space, This
warmed air allows earth to maintain a

temperature that will siipport life.

2. Name the type of greenhouse gas being
described in each of the following
sentences,

a. Manmade chemicals used as coolants in
refrigerators and air conditioners and as
propellants in some aerosol cans.

b. Its concentration in the atmosphere rises
as deforestation increases and as fossil
fuels are burned.

c. This gas is produced naturally in oxygen-
poor, water-logged areas such as
swamps, marshes, and rice paddies,

d The breakdov n of nitrogen~ontainin ~4
fertilizers releases this gas into the
atmosphere.

3. How would your state be affected if the
average global temperature warmed by
about 5'F? What might happen to the land,
the water, the vegetation, and the weather
patterns? Give reasons for your responses,

Answers will vary. Refer to the Background
Information on pages 6-8. Some responses are:

Increased teniperatures u>oiild cause water in the
Gul f of Mexico to occ«py more volume leadi ng
to sea level rise. land atong the coast may
become flooded with saltwafer. This saltwater
infriision may kill many of fhe plants and
animals adapted to freshiwafer wetlands.

lands upstate from the coast  where there is less
surface water! u>auld become drier because the
extra heat uo«ld caiise more ez>aporation of
~ater from the soil. Tiie land would crack and
there u>o«ld be niore erosion becaiise the plants
that hold the soil together u o«ld die fror« tack of
zvafer,

Streams and pond zcoiild drir «p becaiise of
increased evat>oration. The ii;ater level iii rrz>ers
and lakes zvoiild recede, Tile anioiint of fresii-
water available for corisiimptiori by pe<rpte «oiild
decrease

Plants thaf req«rre a lot of icater uch as rice,
corn, irises, ferri.',  md iz=ateccs zvoirtd die. Tiley
niay be replaced by plants su>. ii as tiirnble «irving,
Inc< luife, arid cizctiis fhat >to riot requrre as
much zcater.

Weather alorig tire coast «'liere;iater is plentifiil
zvoiild be zi>arm arid balrriy, becairse tire increased
iieaf ilrid silbseiliierit eviilror<il'iorl raitf volild
caiise the relative ir«rrrrditir  arrw«»t of >ri<>isfiire
in tiii' iiir! tir irrcr~'arse. Tire rrrcrc'trsedirrrrrrrdrtiz



may lead to more cloud cover and thunder-
storrns.

Upstate areas, where surface water is not as
plentiful as it is along the coast, might experi-
ence times of drought that are more severe and
longer in duration. Humidity would decrease as
the air lost its moisture.

4, The average global tempera-
ture is rising. Many scientists
believe this warming trend is
being caused by an increase in
human activities that add
excessive amounts of green-
house gases to the atmosphere.
Name four things that you can
do to help reduce the volume
of greenhouse gases.

Answers will vary. Refer to the
list on page 8 of the Background
Information.

EXTEN SION S

1. Math: Have students note
temperature references made
in degrees Fahrenheit during
the video. Tell them to use the
following formula to convert
those measurements to
degrees Celsius.

'C =  'F-32! x 5/9

2, Set a goal: Ask your students
to list several practices that, if
followed, would reduce CO,
emissions in your community
 See page 8 in the Background
Information for suggestions.!
Ask each student to commit to
practicing at least three,

3. Field trip: Plan a trip to the
local power company or invite
someone from the power company to talk to
your class. Ask the students to compile a
list of questions to ask such as the
following.

a. Is the power company doing anything to
cut down on their emission of CO,?

b. Is the company researching ways to

supplement fossri fuel-generated elec-
tricity with renewable energy sources
such as solar power, geothermal power,
and wind power?

c. Does the company have a rebate program
for households that save energy?

4. Debate: Have students
research and then debate the
following questions.

a. Currently, oil companies pay
royalty taxes to the federal
government when they pump
oil from the land, and
consumers pay both state and
federal taxes on gasoline
purchases, Should taxes on
the extraction and use of fossil
fuels � oil, natural gas, coal
� be increased? What might
be the advantages and
disadvantages to further
taxation'?

b. Should the use of renewable,
non-combustive forms of
energy � solar, wind, and
geothermal power � be
encouraged by federal and
state governments through tax
breaks?

c. Should the U.S government
take measures to curb CO,
emissions, even though the
effects of rising atmospheric
CO, levels on the global
climate are not certam?

5, Keep a record: Clouds can
modify average daily
temperatures by trapping heat
that radiates from the earth at
night and by blocking solar
radiation from the earth
during the day; thus, the

temperature range over a 24 hour period is
smaller  warmer nights and cooler days!.
Have students:

+ Record the daily temperature range  high
and low temperatures! and the amount of
cloud cover  clear, slightly cloudy, mostly
cloudy, heavy cloud cover! for your town
for two weeks to a month.



~ Cfaph the data.

~ Compare the amount of cloud cover vs.
daily temperature range,

~ Write a summary of the results.

6. Modeling: Have students research the
physical and chemical layering of the
atmosphere. After the information has been
collected, have them prepare a scale znodel
of the atmosphere and identify the position
of the ozone layer, auroras, plane flight,
altitudes of the shuttle, and any other zones
of interest,

7. Sea level rise. Prepare a mound of dirt in
a plastic storage box, Add water to create a
shoreline around the dirt ask students to
note the water level and the contour of the
mound, Add a block of ice  representing a
glacier! to the soil and allow it to melt,
Periodically, as the ice melts, ask students
to observe and comment on changes in the
water level and contour of the land.
 Water level will rise and some erosion shoiild
be evident.'!

8. Interpreting graphs: Have students use the
activity on pages 15, 16, and 19 in Global
Warming and the Greenhoiise Effect, a GEMS
publication  The address for this piiblication
isfound in the References on page 34,! The
activity contains two graphs � one shows
changes in the average global temperature

during the past 130 years to demonstrate
the current warming trend, and the other
depicts average surface temperatures of the
ocean for the past 450,000 years to compare
temperatures during ice ages and inter-
glacial periods.

9, Bulletin board: Ask students to collect
newspaper and magazine articles on
climatic change and prepare an informative,
interactive bulletin board display using the
articles.

10. Alternative energy sources: Ask students
to research and report on one of the
following alternative energy sources:
nuclear power, solar energy, wind energy,
hydroelectric power, geothermal energv,
and tidal  wave! power. Have them include
information such as:

~ How the alternative source produces
usable energy.

~ The advantages and disadvantages of
using the alternative source of energy
 for exanrple, its effect on the envi ronnzent,
the cost ofbiiilding the pozoer plant, the
amoiint of land needed, the tinie req«ired to
generate the pozver, atzd the niiniber of
eniployees needed to niainta»i the facility!.

~ The amount  percent! of the L'nited
States' energy needs currently derived
from the alternative energl source.

15



ACTIVITY I

Description

Materials  per group!

Procedure

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
 Teacher Instructions!

Objectives

~ To describe earth's atmosphere.

~ To simulate the greenhouse effect in a
controlled experiment.

The teacher will briefly describe the
concepts covered in the activity � earth' s
atmosphere, types ol' solar radiation, models in
science, and the greenhouse effect,   The
Hackgror»>d l»for»>ntio» o» pages 3-5 will be
helpful.! Afterwards, students will work in
small groups to carry out a controlled experi-
ment that demonstrates the greenhouse effect.
The students will graph their collected data,
and answer questions regarding the design of
the experiment and the trends shown in the
results.

2 Plastic storage boxes �" x 12" x 3"!
12 Cups potting soil � cups per box!
2 Thermometers  n>I»nri u>n thermo>»eters are

inexpe>isizre n>id shoto both Y' and 'I !
2 Strips of lightweight cardboard �" x 3"!
1 Clamp lamp with 100 watt light bulb
1 Brick or block of wood
Ruler
Plastic wrap to cover one container
Rubber band

Blue and red map pencils or pens

A. Make enough copies of the Student
Instructions and Data Sheets  pages 20-23!
for each student to have a set.

B. Separate the required materials for each
group's experiment prior to class.  P»t the
rect»iredninoii>rtof potti»g soi! in the storage
box s b  for  r ln!s,!

C. chen directed by the video narrator, stop
the tape and distribute the Student
Instruction» and Data Sheets.

D. Have students read the Introduction in their
instructions,

E. Using Background information from
pages 3-4,

~ Describe the four layers of earth' s
atmosphere. Explain the importance of
the troposphere and the stratosphere.

~ Distinguish among the types of solar
energy and explain the relationship
between wavelength and amount of
energy. Cite the effects of ultraviolet,
visible light, and infrared waves on living
things.

+ Describe how infrared radiation reacts
with greenhouse gases to warm the air
around the earth the greenhouse effect.
 Use a trnnspare»crt of the diagra»i shown o«
page 4 of the 8nckground In firrnintion.!

F. Explain the significance ot models in
science.

A >node! is a i«ea»s of describi >ig so>nethi»g by
«sir>g diagranis, formulas, or representntive
structures. Exa>»ples are road >»aps, bridges
made from toothpicks, nnd 3-D»>odels of
molec>>les >nade of wi re and j eltybeans. When
dealing zvitl> a>i object or idea thatir> realities is
very difficult to work zvith  because it is lnrge,
small, or co>»plex!, scientists ofte» experi>nent
rvith models in order to learn mi>re abo>it the

pl>eno>»enon.



Tell the students that they will be making
and using a model of earth's atmosphere to
investigate the greenhouse effect.

G. Following the diagram in the Student
Instructions, demonstrate how to set up the
experiment. While demonstrating:

~ Ask students to correlate the various
parts of the model light, soil, air,
plastic wrap � to the corresponding
parts of the earth system � sun, surface
of the earth, atmosphere, greenhouse gases.

~ Have students distinguish the
experimental setup  covered container!
from the control setup  open container!.

~ Ask students to predict whether
temperatures will vary between the two
containers. Have them give reasons for
their predictions,

~ Explain how and why the thermometers
used in the experiment must be zeroed.

In order to get a true picture of the difference
in femperature change between the control
and experimental setups, both thermometers
must have the same initial reading  room
tenrperature! at the beginning of the
experi ment.

 See letter L below for a description of how to
zero fhe thermometers.!

H. Temperature readings will be taken from
both containers every minute for 15 rnin-
utes. The teacher will keep track of the
time and alert students when to read the
thermometers.

Divide the class into groups of 4 students
each, Each group will choose two persons
to read the thermometers  the observers!
and two to record data  the recorders!,

Ask one person from each group to get the
materials for the experiment.

K. Allow time for the students to set up their
e~luipmen t.

L. Tell students to take an initial temperature
reading  time - 0!, before covering the
experimental setup with plastic. If the
thermometer readings do not agree:

~ Determine the difference between the
high and low reading.

~ Add the difference to the low ther-
mometer's reading so the initial reading
for both thermometers will be the same,
 This is called zeroing the instruments.!

~ This number must be added to each
reading taken from the low thermometer
throughout the experiment.

 Tell the recorders for each group to add the
number of degrees for zeroing into each box
under the low thermometer on fhe Data
Sheet, now, so they will not forget as the
experi men t progresses.

M. Make sure each group's experiment is set
up correctly,

N. Make the classroom as free of drafts and
light as possible close windows, window
shades, doors, and turn off the lights.

O. At the signal to begin, each group will turn
on its light. Alert the class as each minute
passes. At each signal, the observer will
determine the thermometer's temperature
to the nearest 0,5 C and the recorder will
write the temperature in the appropriate
box on the Data Sheet.

After the experiment is finished, have
students within the same group swap
data so they have results from both the
control and the experimental containers.

Q. Allow time for students to graph their
data � control data in blue and experi-
mental data in red � and answer the
Summary Questions on the back of the
Data Sheet.

Call on one student from each group to
summarize the changes observed during
the experiment.

The tentperature in each container warms
and then levels off The femperaure in the
covered container  experimental setup! levels
ojf at a highter temperature. Explain that
when the antount of heat and lighf entering
fhe container is equal fo the amount leaving
the confainer, an equilibrium temperature
has been reached.



S. Discuss the answers to the Summary
Questions at the end of the Data Sheet.

Have students vary the experiment to test the
effect of the following:

~ Moist soil.

e Soil type � garden soil, sand, and sod
 soil and grass!.

TEACHER KEY ACTIVITY I

Data will vary slightly depending on room temperature and type of thermometers used, however, the
trend should be similar to the one shown on the table and graph that follow.

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

'- 18:

T. Continue the video program.

Extension

~ Increasing the amount of carbon dioxide
 Place a dish of nfarble chips and dilute
hydrochloric acid on the soil to produce extra
CO. in the experimental setup; cover both
containers with plastic wrap!.

~ Amount of ventilation,  Vary the amount of
covering on several containers � one-fourth,
one-half and three-fourths open,!

[This activity was adapted in part fram Session 2: 'Modeling the
Greenhouse Effect' which is part of Giobai Warming and the
Greenhouse Effect, a GEMS Project published by Lawrence Hall
ol Scierce, University of California at Berkeley. 1990.J
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Time  min!

Summary Questions

Cl

IQ 27
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1. Why did the temperature rise in both
containers?

Lighf and heat energy from the lighf bulb
entered both containers warming the air around
the thermometer,

2, Why did the temperature in the container
covered with plastic wrap rise higher than
the temperature in the open container?

The warm ai r in the open con tai ner mired wi fh
cooler air outside the container, but the warm air
inside the closed container was separated from
the cooler air by the plasfic wrap.

3. How was this experiment similar to what
happens inside a closed car parked in a
sunny location on a cold, winter day,

Light and heat energy from the sun moveinto
the car, buf because the windows are closed, the
heat energy cannot escape, so the air inside the
car becomes warm even though the temperature
outside the car is cooler.

4, In this activity you made a model of the
earth and its atmosphere. Tell what each of
the following parts represented,

12 14 16 18

The light bulb � the sun or solar energy
The potting soil � the earth
The air in the contamer � earth's atmosphere
The plastic wrap � greenhouse gases

5. Did your group observe other similarities
between the greenhouse model  the covered
container! and the real earth's atmosphere?

Condensation collected on the inside surface of
the plastic wrap similar to the way water
droplets condense in the atmosphere to become
clouds � part of the water cycle.

6. Models, though useful, are not perfect
examples of the phenomena they represent,
because variables are often involved that
cannot be represented in the model. In
what ways was this model different from
the real earth's atmosphere.

~ Earth's atmosphere does not have a solid
barrier, like the plastic wrap,

~ The light bulb emitted visible light and
infrared radiation; the s«n emits these plus
cosmic rays, gamma rays, ultraviolet
radiafion, and radio waves.

~ [Weather condifions such as wind and rain,
which are a parf of the real earth's atmo-
sphere, could not beincluded in this model.



STUDENT DATA SHEET

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

4 6 8 1P 12 14 16 18

Time  min!



Summary Questions

1. Why did the temperature rise in both containers?

2, Why did the temperature in the container covered with
plastic wrap rise higher than the temperature in the open
container?

3. How was this experiment similar to what happens inside a closed car parked in a sunny
location on a cold, winter day.

4. In this activity you made a model of the earth and its atmosphere. Tell what each of the
following parts represented,

The light bulb-

The potting soil-

The air in the container-

The plastic wrap�

5. Did your group observe other similarities between the greenhouse model  the covered
container! and the real earth's atmosphere?

6, Models, though useful, are not perfect examples of the phenomena they represent, because
there are often variables that cannot be represented in the rnOde. In what ways was this model
ditferent from the real earth's atmosphere?



ACTIVITY II

Objectives

Materials  per group!
Procedure section:

Procedure

LAFITTE'S ISLAND

 Teacher Instructions!

To brainstorm possible consequences of
global warming

To practice creative writing skills.

Description

Students will work in small groups to
brainstorm possible consequences to a small
barrier island and its inhabitants should
average global temperatures rise by 5'F � C!
during the next 50 years. They will use their
predictions to write an ending for the scenario
described in "Lafitte's Island." Someone from
each group will read the ending to the class,

One copy of the Student Instructions for
Activity II � Lafitte's Island

A. Make copies of the Student Instructions
 pages 25-27! for each group.

8, When cued by the narrator, stop the video
and divide the class into groups of 4 to 5
students each.

C. Ask the students to close their eyes and
imagine that they are Jean while you read
the story.  jean is both a male and female
name,!

D. Keeping their eyes closed, have the students
silently reflect on the story by considering
the following:

~ How did the story make them feel?

> Would they like living on Lafitte's Island?
Why?

~ What were some of the characteristics of
the island that might be affected by sea
level rise?

+ How might the peoples' lives change, if
sea level rises?

E. Working within their group, have the
students follow the directions in their

l. Estimate how much the Gulf of Mexico
migh t rise if there is an average tempera-
ture increase of 5'F �'C! over the next 50
years.  This is a hypothetical si tuation, but
students should try to be realistic � advise
them to choose between one and twelve feet.!

2. Predict how this sea level rise will affect
Lafitte's Island and the people who live
there.  Encourage students to reread the
storyfor ideas.!

3. Write a description of the daydream that
includes possible consequences to the
island and its inhabitants. Bring Jean
back to the present and relate a possible
course of action in response to his/her
futuristic thoughts.

4. Have each group choose one person to
read the ending to the class, If time
permits, groups could act out rather than
read the ending.

F, Return to the video for the remainder of the
program,



LAFITTE'S ISLAND
 Student Instructions!

Imagine that you are a
teenager who lives on a barrier
island along the coast of the Gulf of
Mexico. Your name is Jean. Your family has
lived on this sandy, marsh island since your
great-great grandparents settled here in the late
1800s. Your family members are not the only
inhabitants of the island. Your village has a
population of 556 people.

The island is 20 miles long and 5 miles
wide, At its highest point, it is only four feet
above sea level. The water surrounding the
white-sand island is clear and has a deep blue
color. A coral reef teeming with anemone, star-
fish, sponges, and a huge variety of tropical fish
has formed atop several sunken oil platforms.
This artificial reef borders the gulf side of the
island, On the mainland side, the land curves
inward to form a quiet lagoon frequented by
playful dolphins and, occasionally, sea turtles.

Weather on the island is usually warm and
breezy � even during the winter, there are very
few cold days. The air is humid and smells of
the salty, gulf spray. Tropical storms and
hurricanes come in the surnmertirne and fall,
but the village people have learned, through the
years, to prepare for the strong winds, waves,
and rain. Damage can usually be repaired
within a few days after a hurricane passes.

The island is so beautiful and rich in
biodiversity that tourism has begun to grow,
People boat to the island for snorkeling, sun-
bathing, picnicking, and shopping for crafts.
In fact, the island has become so popular that
the state is planning to build a bridge to connect
the island to the mainland. Presently, the only
way to the mainland is by ferry, by private boat,
or in emergencies, by helicopter.

Small as the island is, it has provided a
means of livelihood for the village for many
generations. With the exception of a few store
owners, most families make a living by fishing
the coral reef, lagoon, and bay waters. When
not in school, you help your dad set crab traps,
gig in the lagoon for flounder, and trawl for

shrimp and fish. He sells most of the catch on
the mainland at the fish market. The remainder
becomes gumbo, etou fee, or bisque in the
family's stock pot. Modern conveniences such
as radios, televisions, and bicycles are pur-
chased on the mainland with money made from
fishing,

Vegetables for the family are grown in a
community garden located in the center of the
island, where the saltwater rarely intrudes.
Several people from the village make reed
baskets from the smooth cordgrass that grows
on the bayside of the island. Tourists are eager
to buy these baskets when they visit the island.

The growth of plants on the island
depends on freshwater from daily afternoon
showers. The people of the village also depend
on these showers, because the rain keeps the
island's pond and cisterns full of fresh water.
The pond and cisterns are the source of fresh
water for the entire village, The pond also
provides habitat for frogs, freshwater fish, and
wading birds. During the spring and fall, many
colorful migratory birds stop along the grassy
edge of the pond to rest and eat as they fly to
and from nesting sites on the mainland,

Experiences on the island teach you many
things about life, but you must also go to
school, Nine months out of each year you and
your friends climb aboard a ferry at 6 am in the
morning to make the 8 mile trip to a school on
the mainland. There, you learn history, math,
science, and English. You aLso learn about ways
the world is changing. Every village is not
exactly like yours,

Further inland, there are huge cities,
People zoom by in automobiles, driving
hurriedly to and from work and shopping.
Airplanes fly through the sky, taking people to
and from far away places. Factories smoke
with activity, producing all sorts of modem



One afternoon on the boat ride home horn
school, you begin to daydream ....,

What if the earth's average temperature
does rise 5'F by the middle of the next century?
How will this affect Lafitte's Island? What will
life on the island be like then?

You have learned at school that the average
global temperature is rising. Some scientists are

Procedure

I. Estimate how much sea level will rise  choose a number between 1 and 22 feet! if the average global
temperature increases by 5'F during the next 50 year period,

2, Using your estimate as a guide, answer the following questions about possible changes to Lafitte's
Island.

a. How might some of the island's physical characteristics  amount of land, location and amount
of salt and fresh water, type of weather! change?

b. How will plant species be affected?

c. How will animal species be affected?

d, How wiH the change affect recreation  swimming, sailing, picnicking, etc.! and tourism?

conveniences � appliances, plastics, gasoline,
and fertilizer. Even the fields between cities are

full of activity as tractors plow and plant row
after row of crops such as cotton, soybeans,
corn, and rice. Yes, life on the mainland is quite
different from life on the island.

Although you enjoy learning about city
life, you are most happy back on the island.
After school and on weekends, your time is
spent mending nets, washing down boats,
laughing with friends, and searching for
treasures that might have washed up on the
beach, Life on the island is slow paced,
peaceful, predictable, and safe, But that, too,
may be changing.

predicting that, as the temperature rises, polar
ice will begin to melt into the ocean and
seawater will warm. Both of these events will
cause the sea level to rise, covering more land.
Some scientists are also predicting that hur-
ricanes will occur more often and with more
severity in the Gulf of Mexico. Because you live
on an island, sea level rise could threaten your
whole way of life. You begin to read books and
watch television programs concerning this
global warming trend.



e. Will the fishing industry be affected? How?

f. Will Jean's community be more crowded than it is now? Why?

3. Using your responses to these questions plus any other ideas discussed in your group, write a
description of Jean's daydream in the space provided below. At the end of the daydream, bring
Jean back to the present, and relate what course of action could
be taken in response to his/her futuristic thoughts.

4, Choose one person from your group to read Jean's daydream to
the class.  If time permits, your group may choose to act out the
d ay d ream.



GEOLOGIC TIMETABLE
I'with important events in earth and life history]

SIOLOGICAL
EVENTS

ERA GEOLOGICAL
EVENTS

Cenozoic

IS C �9'F!10,000 to present Lastice age ends

Homo sapiens evolve0-2 C �2-38oF!Pleistocene Numerous ice ages

Tertiary

Large extinction of
early mammals

2'C �6'F!Pliocene Drastic cooling

Climate drying, coid First hominids23

Modern flowering plants;
primitive apes

S. America separates
from Antarfica

36

Formation of Alps

Continents continuing
to separate

65

13 C �5'F!Mesozoic Cretaceous Asteroid coilides with
earth; dust obscures sun

135

Africa and 8 America
separate; seas over Europe

Jurassic 13 C �5 F! Continued mountain
building; inland seas

197 Earliest angiosperms;
first birds

Triassic Continental drift begins
 Pangaea breaks up!

Gymnosperms; first
dinosaurs

8-13'C �6-55'F!225

Paleozoic Permian Very coot; glaciation;
seas drain

1-8 C �4-46'F! Extinction of many
dominant life forms

280

Carboniferous 13'C �5'F! Pangaea; lowlands,
shallow seas

345

Devonian 11-13'C �2-55'F! i Appalachians forming405
atmosphenc oxygen
stabilizes at present level

Silurian 11-13'C �2-55'F! Flattened landscape425 First terre stnat plants
and invertebrates

10-13'C �0-55'F! Sea level low First vertebrates  fish!

0-10'C �2-50'F! Steady increase in
temperature

Algae and marine
invertebrates dominate

570

Precambrian I billion years ago Earth cooling
 algae, fungi?!

Multicellular life

Tropical climate Rrst eukaryotes

Accumulation of
free oxygen �,!

Photosynthetic
prokaryotes

IDatea and eventS are baaed On a geOIOgiC tttttetebte in ~ the 8Clertce or Life. second edition. by Robert A. WallaCe, Jack L. King, and Gerald p. 8attdera I Ssa I
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PERIODS
ANO

EPOCHS

Quaternary

Ascent

Miocene

Ofigocene

Eocene

Paleocene

Ordoveian

Cambrian

MILLIONS
OFYEARS

AGO

2 billion years ago

3 billion years ago

4 billion years ago

4.5-5.7 billion years ago

AVERAGE
SURFACE

TEMP ERATURE
OF OCEAN

7vC �5OF!

13 C �5'F!

13'C �5'F!

10 C �0'F!

Oldest rock formation

Chemical evolution

Homo sapiens spread
over planet; many birds
and large mammals

Seed plants dominate

Age of Mammals begins

Massive extinction;
dinosaurs die out

Dinosaurs reach peak

Coal age forests;
first winged insects;
Age of Amphibians

First seed plants;
first amphibians;
Age of Fishes

Origin of life

Organic synthesis



EVALUATION QUESTIONS

MUI TlpLE CHQICK: Select the BEST answer for each statement,

The phenomenon that explains how certain gases trap heat in earth's atmosphere is called
the

A. hot house syndrome.
B. hydrologic cycle.
C. greenhouse effect.
D, thermal incline,

2. Which area on the graph below represents a glacial  ice age! period?

A. A
B. B
C. C

05

s 00I

e CL
OO

I ~ t
Cl
0
tO 50
a ts

O e 100,MO 120,OM OO,MO l0,000 Present
Yooro Ago

3, Infrared radiation is

A. felt asheat.
B, a type of solar radiation.
C. absorbed by greenhouse gases,
D. all of the above.

4, Wh'Which of the following situations might cause the earth's climate to wa"
A. Earth tilts on its axis away from the sun.
B. The amount of atmospheric oxygen increases.
C. The amount of carbon dioxide d>ssolved in the ocean increases-
D. Chl- Chlorofluorocarbon  CFCs! levels in the atmosphere increase-
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5. Water vapor is considered a greenhouse gas because it

A. absorbs heat.
B. condenses to form clouds that, in turn, prevent some solar radiation from reaching

earth.
C. is part of the water cycle,
D. combines with sulfur dioxide in the atmosphere to form sulfuric acid.6. The graph below shows .4

.2
I

59.0

I .8

.8

Q a P e 1860 1900 1940 1980
T/me

A. the greenhouse effect,
B, what the temperature will be in the year 2000,
C, an increase in the average global temperature during the last 100 years.
D, that global warming is being caused by an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide.

7, Deforestation is the mass removal of trees from an area, Deforestation contributes to
global warming by

A, reducing the amount of oxygen produced during photosynthesis.
B. increasing the amount of carbon dioxide released during respiration.
C. reducing the amount of carbon dioxide used by trees for photosynthesis,
D. increasing the amount of water vapor released into the atmosphere during

transpiration,

8. The layer of the atmosphere where weather � rain, snow, wind, hurricanes � occurs is
called the ? .

A. thermosphere
B. mesosphere
C. stratosphere
D. troposphere

9. Ozone in the upper atmosphere protects the earth from the harmful effects of

A. ultraviolet radiation
B, visible radiation  light!
C. infrared radiation
D. radio waves

30



Which layer of the atmosphere contains the protective ozone shield?10.

A. thermosphere
B, mesosphere
C. stratosphere
D, troposphere

Besides coal, another example of a fossil fuel is

A, geothermal heat
B, wind
C. natural gas
D, sunlight

A, electricity
B, sunlight
C. gasoline
D. coal

The Gulf Coast mainland is protected froin the full force of hurricanes by natural
formations that form parallel to the shoreline. They are called

13,

A. barrier islands
B, levees
C. sea walls
D, spoil banks

Use the diagram and chart below as a reference in answering questions 14 and 15.

The highest temperature was recorded at14.

A. noon, outside the greenhouse
B. noon, inside the greenhouse
C. 2 pm, inside the greenhouse
D. 2 pm, outside the greenhouse

At what rate did the temperature rise inside the greenhouse between 10 am and noon?

A. 1 'C/hour l3. 2 'C/hour C. 3 C/hour D. 4 'C/hour

12. If used more often, which energy source listed below could help reduce the amount of
carbon dioxide accumulating in the atmosphere?



SHORT ANSWER: Using your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, gramrnar-
respond to the following statements.

l. Explain the similarities between earth's atmosphere and a greenhouse.

2. Name three possible consequences of global warming and climatic change,

3. Describe three actions that you, as an individual, can take to reduce greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere.



EVALUATION ANSWERS

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

SHORT ANSWER;

1. Similarities between earth's atmosphere
and a greenhouse include:

The glass  plastic! panels of a greenhouse and
earth's atmosphere are both transparent to
solar radiation  sunlight!.

~ Light thaf hifs plants and soil in fhe
greenhouse is absorbed and then emitted as
infrared radiation; the same phenomenon
occurs as light hits earth's surface, obj ecfs,
and living fhings.

~ The air inside a greenhouse is warmer than
the air outside because infrared radiation is
trapped inside by the glass panels of the
greenhouse. In a similar way, the air around
the earth is kept warm because carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases absorb infrared
radiation  heat!, preventing its escape into
outer space.

2. Possible consequences of global warming
and climatic change include:  Refer to
Background Information for further
explanation.!

~ Sea level rise will cause flooding, loss of
wetland habitats, and saltwafer intrusion into
drinking supplies.

~ Severe weafher may increase � tropical
storms, hurricanes, winter storms, drought.

,33:

1. C

2. 8

3, D

4. D

5. A

6. C

7. C

8. D

9. A

10. C

11. C

12. B

13. A

14. C

15. B

~ More forest fires will occur during droughts.

+ Agriculture pafterns will change.

~ Biodiversity will decli ne,

3. Many individual actions can help reduce
greenhouse ernissions. Refer to the
Background Information on page 8 for possible
answers.
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OVE R POP ULATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Students should be able to:

Name the living and nonliving components
of an ecosystem and explain some
interactions between them.

2. Recognize the earth as an ecosystem with
finite resources,

3. Explain the impact of birth rate, death rate,
and migration nn population growth.

Explain the relationship between limiting
factors and carrying capacity in a given
habitat.

'5. Distinguish between a population in
dynamic equilibrium and one grow ing
exponentially,

6. Correlate human population growth and
overconsumption of earth's resources with
other global change issues,

7. Cite actions that retlect a personal commit-
ment to conservation and using earth' s
resources su s ta i nably.

Il>>ITRQDUCTION

A scheme of checks and balances sustains
life nn earth. Through intracommunity rela-
tionships competition, predator-prey, and
symbiosis � and bioge<>chemical cycles,
lifestyles of a huge variety of species are woven
together tn create a unified whole. However,
just as a woven basket often has irregularities

in it» design, so, at times, some species play
havoc with nature's balanced design. Over-
population is such an irregularity,

Through the previous Project T<ll«s lessons
on global change issues, your students have
learned of environmental problems occurring
in the Gulf Coast region:
+ Declining biodiversity.

~ Upheaval in habitats caused by invasive
exotic species,

~ Deteriorating ~ ater quality in the lakes,
river» and estuaries,

~ Anticipated sea Iei e I rise and climatic
change,

All of these en' ironmental problems stem
from or are aggravated by ti~ <> much deeper
problems covered in this module on ox erpopu-
lation, narnelv,

+ The current exponential growth <>f the
human population, and

~ OverCOnsumptiOn 11nd waste Ot earth' s
resources, especiallv bi people in dei eloped
nations.

I'he lessons on overpopulation <viII build
on some concepts covered in prex inu» lessons

populations, communities, food a~ ebs,
predator-prey relationship», interdependence
~mong species, and sustainable use while it
focuses on concepts central tn understanding
overpopulation � limiting factors, carrying
capacity, dvnami< equilibrium, and exp<>nentiaI
growth,

Overpopulation is not a phenomenon
restricted to the human species. It is recurrent
ln nature. The dlfferenCe betvveen hulr> ln



overpopulation and overpopulation in other
species, though, is that humans have been able,
through ingenuity and the development of
modern technology, to delay natural adjust-
ment.

Other species are not so adept at modifying
their environment. When their populations
exceed the habitat's carrying capacity, disease,
famine, and sometimes violence  canniba Jism!
occur to bring the population back into balance.

By examining overpopulation in Gulf Coast
species other than humans, students will be
able to understand the consequences that are
possible if the human population continues to
grow exponentially. They will also learn that
the painful adjustments for overpopulation can
be avoided it humans act now to stabilize
population growth and use earth's resources
sustainably,

The Background Information and Activity
suggestions that follow will be helpful in dis-
cussing population concepts and issues prior to
viewing the video and in guiding students
toward logical and meaningful conclusions
throughout the viewing and postviewing
activities,

B AC KG RO U ND INFORMATION

Everything Is Connected

Some say that the First Law of Ecology can
be summarized in the statement "everything is
connected to everything else." This truism is
evident as one considers the number of inter-
dependent relationships that occur within an
ecosystem. The term ecosystem itself reflects
connectedness for it is defined as a place where
living  biotic! things interact with each other
and with their nonliving  abiotic! environment,

The organisms that inhabit an ecosystem
can be separated into smaller groups called
species, All the members of the same species
that live in the ecosystein comprise a popu-
lation, and the specific area where the
population lives is called its habitat. All the
various populations living and interacting in
the ecosystem form a contrnunity.

Interactions in an ecosystein are of two
types. One type occurs within or between
species. The other type occurs between organ-
isms  species! and the nonliving environment
� air, water, minerals, weather, etc. These two

types of interactions provide a means for both
survival and balanced population growth
among the ecosystem's inhabitants.

Some community interactions include:

~ The trrfnSfer df the Sun'S energy frOm prOdueerS
to consumers Photosynthetic plants and
algae produce food using energy from the
sun and inorganic materials  carbon dioxide
and water! in the environment, Herbivores
eat plants and they, in turn, are eaten by
camivores, Scavengers and decomposers
 detritivores! eat or break down organisms
after they die. These interconnected feeding
relationships in an ecosystem form food
chains and food webs. The energy trans-
ferred as food at each junctio~ in the chain or
web fuels the life processes  growth, repro-
duction, movement, etc.! in the consuming
organism,

tria ny
Birds

Sms
ode

Srt Turtle Eggs
Salt marsh food web

~ Predator/prey retatiorrshi ps � One animal  the
predator! kills and eats another aniinal  thc
prey!. In this relationship the predator
obtains food and the prey population is kept
at a level the ecosystem can support.

~ Co>npetition � Members of the same species
or different species vie for the same habitat
need s � food, shelter, water, space, etc,
Competition insures that those organisms
most suited to the environment will survive
and provide offspring for the next
generation,

~ Syfnbiotic retrftiorfships Two different
species live together in a close, long-term



a»»CX roti< 33u A Cl<3»»te ex<3lll pie Of »ynlbu!»3» is
the algae-fungi,3»SOCi 3tiO31 knOyvn aS lichen;
the fungu» pnn ides a mOiSt pl.3Ce tOr the
algae to Iix e «nd the algae pr<n ides nutrition
 fOod! fOr the fur3guS.

In some symbiotic relationships both species
benefit  mutualism!, in others one benefit» at
the expense or harm of the second  para-
sitism!. In the third  commensalisrn! one
species benefit» and the other species is
neutral � neither helped nr3r harmed. These
relationships allow at I a»t one <3f the par-
ticipating species to live in an environment
that would otherwi»e be inhospitable.

The concept» c3f finite reSOurCeS and inter-
connectedness among species are pivotal in
understanding the impact of overpopulation on
an ecosystem. When more resources are used
by one group, less are available for other
organisms and for the nonliving part of the
en v i ron men t.

Since everything is interconnected, if one
part is depleted, weakened, or missing, balance
is lost and the entire ecosystem suffers,
I.imiting factors generally keep each species'
population growth in check.

Growth Patterns in Nature

Some interactions between living things
and the nonliving environment include:

Cyclirzg of n>aterialS >tera»»ary fOr life water,
oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur,
etc. These cycles are called biogeochernical
cyc1es because organisms  producers and
consumers! interact with the air, water, and
soil of earth to recycle the chemicals.

~ Use of solar energy Organisms use infrared
radiation for heat and visible light for vision
and phz3tOSyntheSiS.

Use of <z'atrr � Water is a major component
in cells and is a transport rnediurn in all
organism», Surface water  lake», rivers,
estuaries, etc.! provides habitat for many
species,

~ lntrzkeaf<3xttp;en frOnt the air z3rf r<»» tlze zz~ater
MOSt OrganiSn3S require Oxygen tO ChemiCallv
break down food to release energy for life
processes.

Generally', the earth is considered a closed
system, so the substances that are vital for life
are finite --- in limited supply. That means that
all the matter that will ever be on the earth is
here now, no material is being created, and
none is being destroyed; it is merely changing
form  the Law of Consery ation of Mass! as it
cycles from elements to organisms then,
through decompz>siti<3n, back to elenzents.

Some of the interactions previously
described insure that these finite substances
are reCyCled and reused generatiz3n after
genera ti on.

The growth rate of a population is deter-
mined by three factors birth rate, death rate
 mortality!, and, if the organisms are mobile,
migration.

Birth rate is the number added to the

population thn3ugh reproduction during a year
per l000 individuals. Death rate, is the number
that die in a population during a year per 1000
individuals.

For most animal groups, migration  the
movement of individuals into or out of the

population in a given area! also affects popu-
lation size. A population of raccoons, for
example, may be increased by individu<3ls
moving into the habitat from another place
immigration � - or decreased bv individuals
leaving the habitat emigr ation.

High birth rates and irnrnigration serve to
increase a population yvhile high death rates
and emigration reduce population size.

Additionally, a number of habitat condi-
tions affect birth rate, death rate, and migration.
These limiting factors in a habitat  which often
hinge on the interactions listed in the previous
section! help keep population sizes in check�
equal to x~ hat the habit,3t c<3n support with its
resr3urces. They include the amount or tvpe of:

~ nutrients  food!

fresh water

~ 11% 1ng sp<3ce

minerals



~ disease
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~ interactions with other organi»m»  pr datr<»t,
competition, and symbiosis!

~ climate and weather  precipitation, tern-
perature, wind, and weather ev«nts such as
hurricanes, tornadoes, and tloodsj

Population sire is dynamic  continually
changing! as limiting factors in the habitat
change from season to season and year to year.
When habitat conditions are favorable for

growth, a population increases, but when food,
water, and space begin to grow scarce, or
adverse weather conditions occur, death rate
increases and the. population size declines.
Once the habitat recovers, a period of growth
begins again.

Limiting factors determine the carrying
capacity of a habitat the maximum number
of individual» the habitat can support.
Generally, a species' population size fluctuates
 rises and falls! as the carrying capacity varies.

A population that shows this fluctuating
pattern around the average carrying capacity of
the habitat is said to be in dynamic equili-
brium  changing but balanced! with its
environment.

Growth pattern for a population in dynamic equilibrium
with the environment.

A different growth curve forms when a
population is not being affected by limiting
factors. Because nothing irnpedes its grov th,
birth rate is high, mortality is low, and the
number of individuals in the population
increase» by a large percentage each generation.

Exponential growth i» similar to the
growth ot money earning interest in a savings
account. The bas«amount grows by a certain
percentage each time tire interest i»
compound«d. Although the initial atnount may
be small, and growth may be slow at first, over

p<.'rind <>f tim«, the»urn in the account grow»
<luit« larg«, it tto mon«v i» withdrawn.

The graph of a population growing expo-
nentially slowly begins to curve upward then
suddenly bends and goes straight up t<> form a
J-shape,

Applying that analogy to a population,
consider that a pair <>f field mice migrate into a
meadow where th«re are no other mice and no
mouse predators snakes, hawks, cats, etc.
Food is abundant and places to find shelter for
protection and nesting are plentiful.

At first, the p<>pulation increases from the
offspring of the pair alone.  Fi<'ld r><ice g< >terr<!!«
prOdr<c< 6 l>rrbi<» prr litter <t>«f >tlat/ ll<n>r up to l7
litf< r» l>c< ye<fr tl><tt'» p<>te»tialiy f02 l><tl>tt r>tie< i>r
»»<' year frn<>r n<r< pni r!! But, once offspring begin
to reach reprod«ctive maturity  betwe«n two to
three month» after birth!, and have litters of
their own, the numb< r of mic«quickly swells.
Hy th» end ota year, the population would be
in the thousand» and the meadow would be
overrun with mice!

Exampl<.s of exponential growth in popu-
lations include:

~ mold growing on a pi«ce of bread

~ weed» growing in a newly plowed field

~ an exotic species in a habitat where resources
are abundant and predators are few  zebra
mu»»«l» and nutria!

~ the current worldwide growth of the human
pop ula tron

Ultimately, all population» are controlled
by some limiting factor because the resources in
any habitat are finite. When the number in a
population exceeds the carrying capacity,
famine, starvation, disease, and violence may
result in a decline or crash of the population,



L'ntol ttuiately, the tvatural ctirrective action
sontetintes cotne» after much damage has been
int'licted on the habitat by the population
grtiwing out ot control. The current exponen-
tial grt!wth and overconsumption of resources
by the human population is a case in point,

Human Population Growth and
Overconsumption

The growth curve for Hotttu sayicus, modern
man, reflects the classic exponential pattern. It
is estimated that 25,000 years ago humans may
have numbered about three million. Over the
next 15,000 years  until the' end of the last ice
age, about 10,000 years ago!, population growth
was slow  indicated by the gentle slope upward
in the human population graph!. The estimated
human population 10,000 years ago was about
five million. However, the population has
increased at an accelerated rate since that time
� 5,000 years ago it reached 100 million and by
1850 AD it was one billion,
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About two hundred years ago the human
population's growth pattern began to turn
straight up forming the characteristic l-shaped
exponential cur ve.

+ By 1930 the world population had doubled to
2 billion.

~ By l975 �5 years Jater! it had doubled again
to 4 billion

~ ln 1995 the population was 5,7 billion.

~ At the present growth rate of 1.7"io per year,
the human population is expected to reach 6
billion by the turn of the centurv.

The reasons for this change from slow,
stable growth to exponential growth are written
in the social and economic history of man.

difference between the

number of births and deaths  if the birth rate is
higher than the death rate, the population
increases; if the opposite is true, the population
decreases!. L.irniting factors in the environment
influence both the birth rate and the death rate.

Honto sayieus of 25,000 years ago lived as
nomadic hunter-ga the rer s. Weather cond i tions
were harsh  ice age! <and the availability of food
varied seasonally. Poor nutrition and disease
resulted in high death rates that kept the
average life span at about 28 to 30 years.

Birth rates, on the other hand, werc low.
Studies suggest that females in primitive
hunter-gatherer societies did not reach child-
bearing age until 19 or 20, Children were
breast-fed for three or four years, and during
that time, the women did not ovulate. This
increased the interval between children and
therefore reduced the birth rate. Since birth
rate» and death rates were about equal, the
population grew slovvlv for 15,000 years.

Approximately 10,000 years ago, ffooki
sttyictls began to raise animals and grow crops;
agricu 1 tu ra I communities replaced hunter-
gather societies, With this change came
improved nutrition, longer life span, and higher
birth rates. The population curve began to turn
upward.

Growth rate increased steadily until about
200 years ago when the Industrial Rei olution
together with advancement» in»cience and
medicine drastically changed human»ocietv
and its relationship to nature.

s People began to leax e the farm and cluster in
cities to work in factories; in industrialized
nations, a more.tffluent rniddle class
developed.

> Corntnunication and transportation advance-
ments allowed the sharing of ideas and
g iod5.

~ The cause of disease was disco~ ered and
aaccines <ind antibi<itics ~vere developed to



control or eliminate once fatal diseases-
sma!! pox, diphtheria, tuberculosis, etc,

~ Improved agricultura! practices the use of
commercial fertilizers and pesticides and the
invention of modern farm equipment
increased food productivity. Human
nutrition improved and fewer died from
famine and starvation.

+ New methods of so!id waste disposal and
sewage and water treatment provided better
sanitation and living conditions.

These examples represent a few of the
advancements in science and technology that
have improved human living standards,
driving the birth rate up  !ess infant mortality!
and the death rate down  increased life span!.
The increased difference between birth and
death rates has, in turn, accelerated the
population growth rate of the last 200 years.

Fortunately, the need to reduce population
growth has been recognized by people and
governments worldwide. Population statistics
are beginning to show decreased birth rates in
most countries.

Overpopulation, however, is more than
just a problem of too many individuals. 1'hese
individua!s are living !onger and, therefore,
placing an increased demand on the earth' s
finite resources by consuming more food, water,
material» for shelter, and fossil fuels.

Plus, human» now use resources for things
other than subsistence, For example, grain, the
basic ingredient in bread, is also used to make
snack», fuel, and pet toad, w;hile oil, the basic
ingredient in gaso!ine, is also a major ingredient
in plastics and synthetic fabrics.

Although the rate of population growth in
some nation» has begun to ! eve! off  and in
some cases dec!inc!, the rate of consumption is
still growing exponentially. People in de-
veloped  industrialized! countries, especially
the United states, are consuming a dispro-
portionate sharc of the resources. A child born
into a rniddle-c!ass American fatnily, for
example, will consume in his or her lifetime
tvvice the amount of food and five times the
amount <>f energy as a chi!d born into an
average f'amilv in a developing  non-
industrialized! country such as India.

Both problems, rapid population growth
and overconsumption, are causing stress on
earth's !ifc support systems � biogeochemical

cycles, food web», ozone protection. As the
hutnan population increases, demand for
earth's resources of water, f<>od, materials to
build shelter, fossil fuels, minerals, and space
also increase.

With the increased use of these resources,
more pol!ution occurs, znore habitat becomes
degraded or destroyed, and znore oppor tun!stic
species dominate at the expense and decline of
the less aggressive species

These forms of stress are evidenced by the
environmental problems discussed in previous
Project Tell«s modules:

~ Dec!i»hzg biodivrrsittt � caused by
habitat degradation trorn pollution,
deforestation, residential and
commercial development, wetland
drain-and-fil! projects, and the
introduction of exotic species.

~ Ozone del>!etio» � from the release
of chlorofluorocarbons used to make
products such as Freon and foam
packaging.

~ Depletio» of arluzfi rs as ground-
water is pumped for crop irrigation,
industrial use, and human
consumption faster than it can be
renewed through the water cycle,

~ Pollntzon of surf<le<' zvzzters � due to
fertilizers, pesticides, and toxic
su bs ta nces from agric ul tu ra!,
res i dent i a 1 and i nd u str i al runoff and

dumping.

~ Air pollntio~z � from the burning of
fossil fuels in vehicles, factories, and
power plants,

~ Posslbl<' global z< arnzi»g and clin«ztic
clzzz age from the excessive release
of heat-trapping greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere,

~ The erosion of soil and depletion of its
nutrients through poor
managetnent of agricultural and
forested areas.

~ Oz!erfislnng�overlznntnzX, <nzd
oz>ergrrzzntg as demands for food
and recreatio~ increase, the world' s
oceans, forests, and grass!ands are
depleted.





Questions

Set the stage for this activity by telling the
students a little about the natural historv

of each species  Teacher Instructi ms
pages 15-16!. [5 rninutesJ

Follow the procedure outlined in the
Teacher Instructions  numbers 4-6! to clarify
terms, reviev graphing skills and explain
the activity, [15 minutesJ

Have students work independently to
complete the graph on page 20 and answer
the Summary Questions,  Th '  Irrestiorrs r» ry
be  rssig>r  l for !rom r ~< rk,if ti>»e rr >Ls short,!
[20 rninutesJ

gm Discuss Summary Questions tolR Activity I, Watch Video, and Begin
Activity II

Discuss the population growth patterns and
the answers to the Activity I Summary
Questions. [15 minutes]

Watch the video until instructed by the
narrator to pause for Activity ll: Beat Ya' To
the Beads. [5 minutes]

10. Do Extension ¹I  pages 12-13! to emphasi7e
the finite nature of earth's resources. This
may be done a» a demonstra tion or as a
teacher-guided group acti vi ty. [10 minutes]

Explain the procedure for the game Beat Ya'
to the Be >d» and plav GAME 1.

12. Have the students complete the Summary
Questions to GAME 1 tor homework.

Imm Discuss Summary Questions toN GAME1 and Complete Activity II

13. Discuss the Sumrnarv Questions for
GAME 1. [10 m in u tes]

14. Introduce and play GAME 2. [15 minutes]

15. Allow time for th» students to answer the
Summary Questions. [10 minutes]

16. Discuss the Summary Questions.
[10 m i n utes]

17. Assign each student a term from the
Vocabulary section  pages 9-10!. For
homeM. ork, have them draw and color a
scene that represents the term, [5 minutes]

~ gl} Continue the Video, Discuss Human6 Population Growth, Do Postviewing

18, Allow time for the students to show and
explain their drawings depicting the
vocabulary terms. Clarify any miscon-
ceptions regarding the meanings,
[15 minutes]

1.9. Watch the remainder of the video, [10
minutes�]

20. Using a transparency of the Human
Population Growth Curve  page 29!,
explain reasons for the exponential growth
of the human population since the begin-
ning of the Industrial Revolution.  Rejer to
tIIE' H rckgr ulrrrt l>rforrrrr tlo i o� p rg '.s 5-6.!
[10 minutes]

21. Have students work in smal! groups to
answer the I'ostviewing Questions,
[10 rninutesJ

22, Discuss answers to the Postviewing
Questions. [15 minutes]

gl} Show and Discuss the Film Wortd6 Popr<lahon

23. [OPTION] Show the 4 minute film, Wort l
Popi t rti o r � ' ' Ext »rsi »l ¹5 ou pag  14.!
Discuss the need:

~ for becoming a sustainable society

~ to reduce waste ancl overconsumption

~ to reduce population growth
[20 minutes]

24. At the teacher's discretion, the Evaluation
section  pages 30-33! may be assigned or
used to accompany the next unit test. There
are additional activities in the Extension

section  pages 13-14! that may be used for
further study,



VOCABULARY

The following terms are used at various times throughout the module. The definitions should be
adapted to suit the students' grade level.

Kkynamic equilibrium: population size
fluctuates but is in balance with the
habitat's average carq~g capacity.

Kcosystemr An area where hving thmgs
interact with each other and with r
nonliving surmundlngs. Substances
essential for life such as oxygen, water,
and nitrogen are cycled, and ertergy 8ows
fmm pmducers thmugh consumers.

Kxatic species: For»ign plants, anirrurls; or
micmbes that are intmduced to a habitat.

Birth rate: The annual number of births per
l000 individuals in a population.

Exponential growth: Rapid, uncc~tmlled
growth in a populatioiL TTie gmwth
pattern pmduces a j-shaped curve, when
graphed.Carnivores: Animals that eat other animals

 meat-eating!.
Finit» resources: Substances such as waker,

soi4 minerals and air that are in a fixed or
hmited supply. These resources can be
recycled and mused, but none can be
created.

Carrying, capacity: The point at wtuch an
ecosystem can no longer support
additional members of a species with the
food, water, shelter, and space they need
to survive.

I'ood chain: The organisms involved in a
flow of energy from producer thmugh
consumers.  Producer � Herbivore�
First Carnivore � Top Carnivore!

Communityr All the organisms � plants,
animals, fungi, and microbes � living in
the same area during a particular time,

Consumers: Orgarusms � animals, fungi,
and bacteria � that ingest other
organisms to obtain food.

food web: The complex, intertwining feeding
relationships among the organisms m an
ecosystem. It includes producers,
herbivores, carnivores, and detritivores.

Death rate: The annual number of deaths
per 1000 individuals in a population. Habitat The area where a particular species

4ves. It provides all the species'
requirements for life � mater, food,
shelter, and space.

Deforestation: The removal of all or most of
the trees in a forest or wooded area.

Demography". The study of populations,
their characterisbcs, and what happens to
them over time.

Herbivor»s: Animals that eat plants.

Detritivores: Organisms � scavengers and
decomposers � that eat dead or decaying
organic rnatter  dead leaves, rooks,
carcasses, and feces!.

Biogeochemical cycles: A repeating
sequence of events occurring between
orgarusms and the physical environment
 soil, water, air! as elements and
compounds move from the physical into
the biological and back to the physical
environment, For example, in the carbon
cycle, plants use carbon dioxide from the
air and water from the soil to produce
food  glucose!. When the plant dies and
decomposes, the carbon dioxide and
water are returned to the air and soil, and
are available for reuse,

Industrialized  developed! countries:
Nations with advanced economies and
social structures that provide for most
people's basic needs  clean water, food,
shelter, space! and have available health
and welfare services,  TTie U.S,, Japan,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and
most European countries are examples.!
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Limiting factors: Conditions in a habitat
which control the rate at which popu-
lation size changes,  Availability of
food, pollution, adverse weather
conditions, disease are examples.!

Migration. The movement of individuals
into or out of an ecosystem.

Non-industrialized  developingl countries:
Nations with agricultural and small
manufacturing economies that are
striving to provide for most people' s
basic needs  clean water, food, shelter,
space!. Health and welfare services are
available only to a few at the top of the
economic and social ladder.  South
Africa, Kenya, Asia, Mexico, and many
Latin American countries are examples,!

Overpopulation: When a population's size
exceeds its habitat's ability to supply
enough water, food, shelter, space, or
other requirements for survival.

PREVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

1, An eco»y»tern i» an.!rea wher< living things
 plants, <animal», microbe», etc.! interact
with each other and with their n<inliying
enyir<inment  water, air, minerals, soil, etc,!.
All the rnembcrs of a particular species
living in an eco»y»tern at the same time
make up a p<!pul! tion. All the different
population» in the ec<i»ystem combine to
form a community.

a. Name ten different population» you
would expect to tind in a pond ecosystcn!
ot' the Gulf Coast region, Be as specific
[cornn! <!n names] as possible.

An»Wer» <vill vary. EnCOurage Stu<]ent»
to Include producer», herbiyores,
c<arniyores, and detritiyore», For
example: bal / C!tlire»» t ree», «/g re, <7r <'k<  eed,
   ater /i li e», sr»r 1 I», grass '/r r 1 1 1 1/r,  ir < go! 1 fli e»,
rrr<i» li it<ie», r»irrrr<rr<~i, /ierC!r, Cat fi»li, ba»»,

Population: All members of the sane
species living in particular area during a
specific time.

Predator/prey relationships: One animal
serves as food for another anirr!ai. The
predator kills and eats the prey.

Producers: Organisms that make their own
food  autotrophs!.

Species: A group of similar organisms that
interbreed in nature to produce fertile
offspring.

Sustainable use: Using earth's renewable
resources in a way that will neither alter
nor reduce their availability for future
generations.

Zero population growth: When growth
stabilizes in a population because the
number of births equals deaths.

i < rt  r»»iccasi rr», <fiarr Orr /-baok <eater sirakes,
b  //fr'<r<,'», »ala i a <der», cor»irr<»r egretS, great
/ilr  ' Irer<i»», r  ood drrck», »i tria, »r  skrats,
r Tcc r !rrs, cr' ii j'i »/1, a» / b rcteri a.

b. describe some interaction» that might
occur between these population».

~ f <i i / i  tera< tin is S trail! <' at a/ya ', perch
 ' at » rail», rac<'<i<i i» eat /1<'r<./r, /!acteria
� 'C<rrrr/r LS  all Of tire!«' rr<<arrisrrrs aft 'r they
die.

~ CO irli< titi<iri � M<'rriber» af tire.ari»'SpecieS
corri/iete <oitb cacti other for food, lridirrg aird
rl '»tlilg Slia  '»,  l» t   rat<'s. S ii»eti»ie»
»i< r»ber! i~f differ 'rrt »li '<i '» cor»pete for the
Sa»ie fOOd, SlraCe, art</ »/re/t  r � egretS  rir /
blr e Irer > r» bott   at fis/r, frog., sri rkes aird
crai<'fr»lr.

~ Cooperatioir -S<i»ie»pe<ie. / rori<f<' slrelter
fOr Otlrer»p<'<'ie» ioOOd dr Ck»»e»t i r r
c<I/r r r»s t r<'es.



~ more noise
more cars

more building

MORE PEOPLE

fewer trees

less blmt tversity

more trash

Answers are numerous some suggestions
are:

List 10 things you would like to have, to be,
or to have done by the time you are 30 years
old,

Answers will vary. I ist some of the student
responses on the board. Tell students that
they will have a chance to add to or take
away from the list at the end of the module.

Collect the previewing questions and
answers; question ¹ 4 will be the basis for
a class discussion at the end of the module,

POSTVIEWING QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Ground level ozone is emitted from indus-
tries and vehicles that bum fossil fuels, This
type of pollution interferes wi th photo-
synthesis in plants � when ozone levels are
high, plant growth decreases. liow would a
reduction in plant growth affect other parts
of a food web?

F<nver plants would be avaiiab!e for herbi<'ores,
therefore there zoo<<Id be less prey for predators
 carnivores!. r1II populations irz the Iralzit<zt
zvould dec!i<re because all <zr< d<recfly or
indzrectly d<'per<derzt ozz the err<'rg<t stored izz
the food that Iziart ts make.

Name some ways that the human pzzpu-
lation has negatli elv altered earth' s
environment,

C

c..'Sante so<no ways that the nonliving
envir<znment  soil, water, air, climate! and
the living environment interact.

Answers will vary. Encourage students
to think back to previous Project Tellus
modules for answers.

> Planfs and algae use carbon dioxide, water
and minerals from the pond to make food
 photosynthesis!.

~ Most organisms take in  breathe! oxygen from
tire air or w<zter,

~ Planfs release oxygen i nfo fhe zoater and
atmosphere during photosynthesis.

~ Solar energy provides light for photosyrr thesis
and irzfrared radiation fo warm fhe earth.

2. Name at least four resources or conditions
that a habitat must supply for plants and
animals to survive. What would happen if
any one of these resources or conditions
became depleted through overuse or
degraded through pollution?

Answers should include some of the
following; food, water, space, oxygen, places
for shelter and hidirrg  for animals!, light and
soil mi nerals  for plants!, s<zi table climate,

If a condition required f<rr survival was depleted,
fezuer indiz~iduals could survive, If fhe resource
 air, water, soil! was degraded, the species would
either die out, become weak, or if mobile, migrate
fo a new location zvhere condi tions roere better.

3. Consider the following scenario. A large
ship-building company plans to build a
factory on some land along the river just
outside your town, A thousand new
families will be moving into the area. How
will these changes negatively affect your
community?  Consider social, economic,
and environmental effects.!

Write "more people" on the chalkboard
then have students offer ideas about how
life in the town would change. Use arrows
pointing away from the central theme
"more people" to list the ideas on the board.
If one effect is an outgrowth of another, link
the two with an arrow as shown:

+ more noise
+ more trash
+ more traffic

~ more pollution
~ less available housing
~ fewer trees
~ less animal habitat
~ more crime

~ dirtier water
~ crowded

schools in
the fall

~ more building
~ crowded

recrea tional
sites



EXTENSIONS

Response» will vary. The following are a
few suggestions.

~ Habitat» haz>e beerr  tegra t<d aizd lost dz e to
t»d  »trial, rest f<'rifi rl  »zcl  zgrrciilfz r'�l
dez>clot>t>re>it itr areas fhnt n>ere previously
for<'sf, < >efta>r l», tn<'ado«>s, etc.

~ Erofic»l>e<'les Irnzte bite!z itrfrodiiced tlz rt out-
c<?»rpet< iintiz>< species for fo<rd, space, and
slzelt< r, fhi s zveak< iriirg tire esfablislted
ec<?»it»tents.  Arge>rtitrefire r>zts, nritria,
=<'br r zrrz ssels, kridzri, nnd zvater lryaci nths!

Wafer l>oil«tint> froni i nd«strial, resideritial,
 Jtld <zgricililf  it' tl r itloff i as led fo the decli tie
 ?f Iti�!>zj a� r atic at <7 nrarine species.

~ OZ < rC<»i»tiinl>tiOir Of grOii»dz<>afer fOr irri-
g rfi rig cr<>l>.', i»d«»trial iises, aird residential
1»zrp<?s< s l«is Ie t to u>ater shortages a»d
depleted a�«if 'rs i>r sot» ' areas of the zz>orld.

Th  ercessiz>e et»i»sion of greenhorise gases is
1>Ossil>ly C r isi»g> tire < iirretit <VOrldWide
z 'art>I ztrg tr<'trd.

3, How have industrialization and human

population growth c >used the environ-
rnental problems mentioned in question ¹2?

As tll<' lliltrl ttl 1>ol>1� it>or r gl o  ', p 'opte
r< �  ir< tir»re Of fit<' >trttt'S St t>1>l t f O<Vater,
f u? t, sl>nc<, >1>id sll '!t 'r. This red>tees the
 ritz<>ztzzt  lz' til rb!  for <?tlt< r sl>ecie»  rttd,
fir 'r<'fi? t <', 1<' rds t ? <t« li ni i>g> hindi z>et!i t y.

~ 8 'C rr IS ' tra>1»1>O>'fnti ?» bet«> te» C<»tti ire»tS i S
« »rr trio»,  xotic sl>  cies j'ittd fh ir z  z t i it to
fi».<'igt t lz rl>it r f» it are e r»i lit,

~ The  rt»<>«»t <>1 1>olliitioti fr<»tz i>tdz »frit,
 zgrrcr�ftl iv, a>Id r <'sz' ter r ti nl areas i »creases
 ts tlz<'1><?1>r la!ion gt'oz  s.

~ MOr< 1> 'Ol>I<' ttz Yt>15 iltor ' l>z rrzlttg Of fOSSll
1 iel» to sr�>t>lrt crier<; t for frn»sl>orfation,
»tn>Ziifa<'tr ritter', aird  tgrier lfr re, TltiS
i > i   r' 'a»<'S gr« 'l r/>Or »e g� 5<'s i>1 th ' at ttrvsl>lr 're.

4. Discuss question ¹4 from the Previewing
  ! ue st i on s.

~ Ret«rit flic Previen>itrg> Qu< sti »rs attd
Airs«' 'r» fa tlz<'Sti de>rf» n>rd allot<> a fere
t>Zirii te» li>r Stiideitt» t<> reZ>iSe flreir
>z!1>i rntioizs  a M or take az »ty J.

~ Dra«> 3 col«itittS  ni fhe bOard.

~ List the stiideiit rest>o>rses iii the first column
and tall<1 the r< si its for each suggestion itz tire
secotrd  tire nut>ther that  nant a Car, VCR,
sfer<o, TV, boat, honte, children, n>ealth,
healtlz, a degreefroni college, to eat dinner out
every nighf, fraz>el to foreigtr countries, etc.!

~ Have the class decide u>hetlrer each response is
a "u>ant" or a "need." Write the consensus

tn flic tlirt'd COIZI>rrtr.

~ Have each strident identify three "wants"
frotn the list flint s tre! woiild be willing to do
WitlrO  t iir Order tO beCO>ne less consumptiVe
Errcourage fhem to refraitr froni those three
cons«rtrptir'e beltaViarS during the coming
rv Yk.

"Earth: the Apple of Our Eye" � modeling
the earth's finite land resources:

~ Show your students a globe or a poster of
the earth in space. Emphasize that the
earth is a closed s> stem t'with the erceptiotz
of solar etr  tgy, everrtthir>g is contained
z<>i fbi ir tire bor rtdnr t of earth's at mosphere!
with finite resources  water, soil, min-
erals, and air are in a limited supply!.

~ Tell the students to think of the earth as

an apple.

~ Using a kitchen knife, c<r t a large apple
into quarters. Set aside three of the
quarters and ask, "What do you think the
three quarters represent?"  Oceans cover
three-foiirths of fhe eartlr's sr rface.!

~ The fourth quarter represents all the land
area of the earth, Cut this "land" in half
and set aside one of the pieces. The part
set aside represents all the land on earth
that is inhospitable to humans � polar
areas, deserts, very high or rocky rnoun-
tains. Ask, "What fraction of the whole
apple  earth! is left?" �/8!

This 7!8 portzo» represe»ts tire land where
people catt liz>e, brit  nrty part oftlte land c tzz
be rised fo vroz< food
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~ Cut thi l: t  p>ec» into four s»ctions, Set
aside three of these pieces and ask, "What
fraction of the apple  earth! is left?"
 I/32!

Ask students to suggest what the other 3
pieces represent.  They represent a reas tlzat
are too rocky, zoet, cold, steep or with too poor
soil to prodzzce food, They also represent the
ci ties, higizzvays, shopping cezzters, schools,
parks, factories, parking lots, and other places
where people line but do not grozo food.!

~ Carefully peel the 1/32 slice of apple.
Show the students the very small, thin
peeling. It represents the thin layer of
earth � less than five feet deep upon
which humans depend for growing food.

Agricultural advanceznents � fertilizer,
pesticides, machinery � have enabled
the world to feed many of its people,
But, with a fixed land resource and an
ever-increasing number of people to feed
from that land base, each person' s
portion becomes sznaller and smaller as
the population grows. Additionally, the
land can be made unusable through
pollution and erosion, Because earth' s
land, water, and air are firute, it is essen-
tial to protect them from pollution and
overconsumption,

[Adapted and reprinted with permission from
For Eartlz's Sake: Lessons in Popzdation and the
Enznronnzent, Zero I'opulation Growth, Inc.,
c 1989. 1400 Sixteen th Stz eet, NW Suite 32,
Washington, DC 20036]

Compare developed  industrialized! and
developing  non-industrialized! countries'.
Network with social studies teachers to
have student groups research and compare
two different countries one indus-
trialized the other non-industrialized.

~ Divide the class into groups.

~ Have each group research and write a
rcport comparing the resources and
living conditions  availability of food,
clean w ater, housing, clothes, medicine,
eduCatiOn, and eznplOyment! in tWO
countries � one a developing  third-
world! country and the other a
developed  industrialized! country.

 Scc Vocabulary definitions for
examples in each category.!

~ Have them conclude the report by
suggesting ways that developed coun-
tries can help developing countries
advance their standard of living.

~ Have each group present their findings
to the class.

~ Allow time for the class to discuss the
pros and cons associated with the
suggestions for helping developing
COuntries Inoney, teChnologm, tax
breaks on their exports, services
provided by government  Peace Corps!,
religious, or private agencies,

3. Ways to "reuse:" Many household items,
which are usually thrown away, can be
reused, reusing these items helps decrease
overconsumption by reducing the demand
for newly manufactured items.

~ Have the class brainstorm way» to reuse
each of the items below, Encourage
them to be creative � no suggestion is
too absurd. Ask them to suggest other
items for the list.

plastic containers and lids from foods
Such aS VOgurt and Inargarine

coffee cans and lids

baby food jars and lids
35mrn film canisters and lids
toilet paper rolls
paper towel rolls
paper bags
plastic shopping bags
shoe boxes
Sznall bOxes with covers

popsicle sticks
ribbon, yarn, string
rug scz'aps
card board oatmeal boxes

clay or plastic flowcrpots

~ Encourage the students to begin,>
reduce, reuse, recycle, repair campaign
in their homes.

4, Math: If the worM'» human population is
5.7 billion �996!, and it is gnrw ing at an
annual rate ot 1.7", hv hen~ many Ivill the
population incr»as» next year'.



�,700,000,000 people x 0.017 = 96,900,000 =
96,9 million additional people!

5. Population explosion: It took from the
beginning of human history until 1960 for
the world population to reach three billion.
In less than 40 years that number has almost
doubled to 5,7 billion. The human popu-
lation is growing exponentially  increasing
at an accelerated rate from year to year!,
The 4 minute video entitled World Popula-
tion powerfully illustrates the human
population's growth and distribution from
1 A,D, to the year 2020.

After watching the film, have the students
discuss ways to reduce the growth rate of
the human population to attain zero popu-
lation growth.  The Project Tellus team is
NOT advocating the following measures,
but merely preparing the teacher for ideas
that students may mention � pros and cons
should be discussed for any suggestion.!

~ medical means

~ adjusting religious doctrines co~cerning
family planning

~ government restrictions on the number
of births allowed per family
adoption as an alternative to
childbearing

[The 16 mm film or 1/2" VHS video can be
obtained by contacting Zero Population
Growth  ZI'G j, 1400 16th Street N W tt320,
Washington, DC 20036, The cost is $29.95
plus $3.00 for postage and handling. The
film is often available through county,
parish, or regional school board libraries.]

6. Prepare a newsletter: Ilave students work in
groups to compile a newsletter reporting on
the effects of human population growth on
natural resources in your state  or the Gulf
of Mexico region!. Each student in the
group will be responsible for researching
and writing an article reporting on one of
the following:

~ water shortages
water pollution
habitat loss

~ d eel in ing biod i versi ty
climatic change

~ air pollution
deforestation

The newsletter may also include adver-
tisements, cartoons, an editorial, diagrams,
and graphs.

If your school has a computer lab and access
to a desktop publishing program, network
with the computer teacher to have the
students format the newsletter in the
computer lab.

Display the newsletters in a prominent
place  school library, front hall, cajteria, etc,!.
so the entire student body, faculty, and
administration will be impacted by the
news.



ACTIVITY I

Objectives

Description

RATS AND ARMADILLOS IN A
SALT MARSH HABITAT
 Teacher Instructions!

~ To plot and interpret graphs of two animal
populations,

~ To compare a population changing in
dynamic equilibrium with one growing
exponentially.

To describe factors that may litnit
population growth.

1'his activity is based upon a hypothetical
but believable situation in a Gulf Coast salt

marsh habitat. The purpose of the activity is to
demonstrate that populations living in the same
geographical area during the same 10-year
period may show different growth patterns due
to differing sets of limiting factors. Students
will plot population data on t~ o species
marsh rice rats and nine-banded armadillos.

The graph of the rat population will show a
population in dvnamic equilibrium  changing
but baLanced! while the armadillo graph will
show a population growing exponentially,
Students will use the graphed results, back-
ground information in their instructions, and
teacher input, to answer questions and make
inferenCeS Concerning the t1vO pOpulatiOns,

The following information on the tea o
species will be helpful in guiding student»
toward logical inferences.

Background Information

The Gulf Coast's salt rn1rsh «cosvstem»
provide x aluable habitat for numerous «pecie».
Among the inhabitants of this grassv, wet
environment are populations ot marsh rice rat»
tOry Or»tg» patt<»tris! and nine-bandecl arma-
dtl!OS  Da»tttrtr» Iron<'rlrirrr< trrs!.

The rnarSh rice r,1t iS a»n1al1-Sited ntdent
with populations iv<11 est,1bli»hed throughout

the Gulf Coast states, As their common name

implies, they prefer grassy, wet areas such as
marshes, ditches, fields with damp soil, and
edges of lakes and streams. They feed on
aquatic plants, seeds, insects, and crustaceans
such as small crabs.

As with most rodents, these rats are repro-
ductively aggressive. A female reaches sexual
maturity approximately 50 days after her birth.
After that time, »he rrtax hax e up to seven litters
per year, averaging four to five babies per litter,
Although prolific, rice rat populations are
generally kept in check bv their numerous
predators owls, hawks, and ~ater snakes,
Because ot the high rate of predation, the
as erage lite span for a rice rat is approximately
one vear,

Compared to the <veil-established marsh
rice rats, armadillos are nevi comers to the Gulf
Coast states, The nine-banded armadillo  the
only specie» of armadillo in the L'nited States!
migrated into Texas horn Mexico about 100
years ago. By the 1940», th»»pecies had
expanded its range ea»tv< ard to the Mi»»i»»ippi
Rix er, and tOdaV h1» spread into Fl<irida.

The bod< ot an arm,1dillo i» protected bi
h1rd, bona plates arranged in bands that slide.
against e.1ch other. Armadill<» ar< primarilv
nocturn.11, and ivhen!een, 1ppear to bc c<trn-
pleteti preoccupied, no!ing through leai es and
debris in search ot fai orite food! � spiders,
be<'ties, ants, snails,!lug!, and earth<i orm».
 Arm.1dillo» are also knoivn t<t kill and eat
poi son ou!! n,1k e! . !

L'nlik» n1ana <<ther c X<1tie!peiie»,
1rnaadill«s till 1 veI v h<<neftcI 11 Ilt<. he II1 'th<.'Ir



Continue the video,

Summary Questions

Procedure

~ Plotting data.

habitat. Besides
devouring huge
quantities of noxious
insects, their burrows
provide a retreat for
rabbits, skunks and
other forms of wildlife,

ArmadiBos suffer

high mortality due
to predation by
bobcats, wolves,
coyotes, dogs, and
from being struck by automobiles.
Nevertheless, they have been successful in
extending their range and growing in
population size. Generally, fernale armadillos
produce a litter of quadruplets  four offspring
of the same sex and genetically identical! once a
year, usually in February, The average life span
of each offspring is four years.

1, Have the students read the introduction in
their instructions.

2. Spend a few minutes explaining the con-
cepts that are the focus of the activity:
limiting factors, carrying capacity, dynamic
equi libriutn, and exponential growth,
 Refer to pages 3-.5 in the Background
Informatiotr.!

3. Review graphing skills.  Refer to pages 3-4 iri
the Backgrou >rd I»fort»ation of module 1�
"TELLUS Aboi<t Science."!

Distinguishing the independent
 manipulated! variable from the
dependent  responding! variable.

Labeling the x- and y-axes,

~ Labeling the grid with appropriate scale
numbers.

4. Have students follow the procedure in their
instructions to c<implete the graphing
activity and answer the Summary
Questions.

5. Discuss the results and the answers to the
Summary Questions.  The answer key
foliar<'s.!

How are the two graphed lines similar?

Both are changi»g from year-to-year,

How are the graphed lines of the two
populations different?

Tire graph of the rat population is fl«ctuating up
and down within a predictable range, while the
graph of the arnradillo population is onli 
cu rvi «g «pward.

Which population appears to be in balance
 dynamic equilibrium! with the environ-
ment?

The rat population appears to be i» balance with
the eirvi ro»ment because there are nn extreme
changes in popr<lation size.

Draw a line to represent the average
carrying capacity of the rat population over
the ten year period,

What is the approximate carrying capacity
for marsh rice rats?

The carryi»g capacity is about 47 ! rats.

What type of growth pattern is shown by
the changes in the armadillo population?

The arn<adillos are slinroi»g exponential growth,

Based on its current pattern of growth,
estimate the size of the armadillo popu-
lation for year 10,

Tire armadillo pop«latio» appears to be doi<bling
each year, so there should be abo«t S00
indiv d«als pr< sent in year 10,

Suppose the armadillo population de-
creased to 300 in year 10. Name some
possible reasons for the decline.

The arr»adillos t»ay have reached the carrying
capacity of tire salt »iarslr ecosystem. If that was
the case:

~ A shortage of food i»ay have ca«sed some to
starve,



~ A: bort>1 g'<'  >f places to >ti >>', bu Yro> >s»lay
hai>e lead to increased piedation as the
ar»i>idillOS rOtiined or slept in Open Vieui Of
predators.

GROWTH PATTERNSIN TWO

SALT MARSH POPULATIONS
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Other reasons for a decline may be an incidence
of disease, adverse u>cather conditions Orurri-
Canes and trOpiCal StOr>ns!, or Changea tO the
habitat caused by human activity such as
pollution and development,



ACTIVITY I

Introduction

0

RATS AND ARMA

SALT MARSH HAB
 Student Instructions!

Salt marsh ecosystems line the Gulf Coast.
These grassy areas are places where inland
freshwater streams and rivers merge with
the salt water of the Gulf or where the Gulf

waters simply merge with the land,
Diverse communities of plants, animals,
and microbes depend on the habitat
components � food, water, shelter and
space � in these areas.

Sediment deposited by the rivers and
streams provide a rich bottom in which
many plants grow. The tall grasses and
shrubs ot the marsh provide cover as we]l
as food for animals like crabs, shrimp, and
clams that live in the shallow water and eat

the decaying matter  detritus! trapped at
the base of the plants. Uirds nest on the
stems of the plants, and insects eat the
leaves. Long legged birds wade the muddy
flats hunting for insects and crustaceans.
Other water birds ducks, gulls and
pelicans scoop fish from the water for
food, Small marsh rodents � mice and rats

� scurry beneath the tall grasses and
shrubs, eating aquatic plants, seeds, insects,
and small shrimp and crabs. They, in turn,
are hunted by hawks, owls and snakes.
Lizards stalk insects in the grass, and
terrapins chase fish in the shallow waters.

Each population in the salt marsh is
connected to others through competition,
predator/prey relationships, or other
interdependent links. These relationships

with each other coupled with other
limiting factors such as disease and harsh
weather serve to prevent each population
from growing beyond what the habitat can
support.

The number in a population that can be
supported by the habitat's available
resources is the carrying capacity for the
particular species. As a population nears
the carrying capacity, limiting factors�
lack of food, shortage of hiding places,
increased predation � begin to affect
population size, bringing the number back
within the range that can be supported.

A population number that is rising and
falling from year-to-year around the
carrying capacity of the habitat is said to
be in dynamic equilibrium  changing but
balanced! with the environment. Popu-
lations that are well established in their

habitat generally show this type of growth
pattern, lkowever, when a species first
moves into a habitat, limiting factors may
not be in place to curb population growth,
In that case, the population experiences
exponential growth  it increases at an
accelerated rate! untilsome limiting factor
begins to define the number that can
survive.

The following activity will help you to
understand the effect of limiting factors on
a populations' growth pattern,



a. Determine the range of data for the
axis.

Procedure

b. Divide by the number of grid marks
on the axis

c. Round up to an easily manipulated
number,

Using two different colors of ink or
the line patterns given in the key,
plot both sets of data on the grid.

2, Graph the data on the grid provided.

~ Label appropriate scale numbers on
each axis.

Summary Questions

1. How are the two graphed lines similar?

2. How are the graphed lines of the two populations different?

3. Which population appears to be in balance  dynamic equilibrium! with the environment?

4. Draw a line to represent the average carrying capacity of the rat population over the ten
year period,

What is the approximate carrying capacity for marsh rice rats?

5. What type ot growth pattern is shown by the changes in the armadillo population?

6. Based on its current pattern of growth, estimate the size of the armadillo population for
year 10.

7. Suppose the armadillo population decreased to 300 in year 10. Name some possible
reasons for the decline,

1. The data table that follows gives annual
population counts for two different
species � marsh rice rats and nine-
banded armadillos living in the same
salt marsh habitat over a ten year
period.

~ Label the x-axis  horizontal! with the
name of the independent variable
and the y-axis  vertical! with the
name of the dependent variable.

3, Based on the information in the

introduction, your teacher's description
of the animals, and the graphed results,
answer the Summary Questions that
folio~.



STUDENT DATA SHEET

l EN YEAR POPULATION STUDY ON MARSH RICE RATS
AND NINE BANDED ARMADILLOS

IN A FLORIDA SALT MARSH

GROWTH PATTERNS IN TWO
SALT MARSH POPULATIONS



ACTIVITY II

Introduction

Materials  per group!

Teacher Preparation

Objectives

Procedure

Description

BEAT YA' TO THE BEADS
 Teacher Instructions!

The concepts of finite resources and
interconnectedness among species are essential
in understanding the impact of overpopu-
lation on an ecosystem, When more resources
are used by one group, less are available for
other organisms. Since everything is inter-
connected, if one part of the environment is
depleted, weakened, or missing, balance is lost
and the entire ecosystem suffers,

Because earth's resources are limited
 finite!, every ecosystem has a carrying
capacity � a point at which it can no longer
support additional members of a species with
the food, water, shelter, and space they need to
survive,

This activity will help students to under-
stand the finite nature of an ecosystem's food
supply and will demonstrate the effect of
overpopulation on available food in an area.
Students will be able to correlate what happens
in the game with what could happen to any
population that exceeds the limits of its
carrying capacity.

~ To understand the finite nature ot an eco-
systern's food supply.

To demonstrate the effect of overpopu-
lation on food resources in a designated area,

The teacher will introduce the activity by
explaining the finite nature of earth' s
resources, Then, working in small groups,
students will simulate a growing population
competing for a finite supply of food. They
will collect data, graph the data, determine the
carrying capacity for the environment, and
answer Summary Questions that will help
them identify the effects of overpopulation on
the environment. The second part of the

activity GAME 2 � will demonstrate the
effect of competition from an exotic species,
The extension activity � GAME 3 � may be
used to demonstrate the effect of toxins in the
environment on the population.

Large rectangular cake pan
1. lb, box of corn meal
2-3 packages of yellow or clear seed beads
2-3 packages of red seed beads
4-6 small paper cups  numbered 1

through 6!
4-6 extra cups for GAME 2

On the day of the activity, mix both pack-
ages of beads with the 1 pound box of corn
meal and pour the mixture into the cake pan.
 Do this for as many groups as will be par-
ticipating.!

[NOTE: Upon completion of the activity, the
corn meal and beads can be stored in airtight
plastic containers and reused for several years,]

A. Explain the finite nature of earth's resources
 Refer to Background Information on
page 3!

Extension 81  Earth; the Apple of Our Eye!
on pages 12-13 is an excellent wav to
convey the finite nature of earth's land
resource,

B. Divide the class into cooperative learning
groups of 4 to 6 students.



Extension

22

C, Give each group a pan ot the corn meal,
beads mixture and a number of cups equal
to the number ot group members.  'I he
number ot group members determines the
number ot rounds plai ed during the game.!

D. Explain the fotloiv ing:

~ An ecosi'stem can onh support a certain
number of individuals. Once the carrv-
ing capacih has been exceeded, the
ecosvstem and the species begin to suffer.

~ ln nature, a ii ide i'ariety of food is avail-
able, but different species are adapted to
eat ditferent things, not all possible tood
sources are available to a particular
species.

~ The pan ot corn meal�/bead mixture
represents an ecosvstem, and the beads
are f<xxl. Ei ervone in the group r's of the
same species and can "eat" only the
i ellow or clear beads. The red beads are
a source ol' t'ood, but not for their parti-
cular species, so thei. are to ignore the
red beads.

~ At the teacher 's signal to sta rt, ORE
student is attoiv ed 30 scwonds to "graze"
through the cornmeal to look tor focal
ki'hen time i» called, the student must
stop <and count the number of beads
coltected, then put the beads in cup 41.

~ For the second round, &NO students ivill
be gii.en 30 blonds to tcmk for tood. At
the end ot' the 30 seconds, thev are to
stop, count the total number of beads
collected, dii ide bv 2 to get <an ai erage
number, and place the bead.s into cup lt2.

Repeat the. procedure adding one person
for each round of plai. I'lay as many
rounds as there are people in the group.
 During th» last round, all students in the
group are competing tor fax% at the same
t>me. t

4 hen each group is readv, giv e the signal to
begin. Vtav as mani rounds as are required
to corn pic te th» game, then allover time for
the students to complete the chart for
GATI E I, graph thur results, and ansiver
the Sumrnarv Qhi<stions.

Discuss the results and answers to the
Surnmari Questions,  The answer kev is on
pages 23-24.!

Repeat the game but vary it by adding a
population of exotic species to the eco-
systern. Relate the following information:

~ The climate of the states bordering the
Gulf of Mexico is generally mild. Thus,
conditions are favorable for many species
not native to the area to survive, thrive,
and extend the range of their popula-
tions. In doing so, they often take over
habitats and crowd out the native species.
These non-natives are called exotic
species.

~ One student in each group will play the
role of an exotic species. As an exotic
species, the student is able to "eat" all
colors of beads. The student who repre-
sents the exotic species will keep his/her
beads separated from the beads collected
bv the native species,

~ Have the students number the second set
of cups 2-6  these will hold the beads of
the exotic species!.

When each group is ready, give the signal to
begin GAME 2. Play as many rounds as are
required to complete the game � to 6
rounds!, then allow time for the students to
complete the chart and ansiver the
Summary Questions.

Discuss the results and answers to the
Summarv Questions.

Watch the remainder of the video program.

GAME 3: Dealing With Toxins In The
Environment

~ Repeat the game This time, all the students
represent a natii e species, and pollution
has made the red beads toxic. If a student
accidentally picks up a red bead in getting
to the yellow or clear colored bead, they
have been poisoned and become ill. When
counting the number of beads they suc-
cessfully "ate," they must giv e up two
beads for each red one handled. l f they



handled t<i > or niz>re n.d beads during the
3 !»ecz>nd period, thei mu»t consider
them»< li e» "killed," and the activity
proceeds ii ithout them,

~ I'lay a» many round» a» are required to
comple te the game, then allow time for the
students to complete the chart for GAME 3,
ancl answer the Sumznary Questions.

~ Discuss the results and answers to the
Sumrnan Questions

ANSWER KEY - ACTIVITY II
Su mm a ry Questions

GAME 1: Competition For Food

What happened to the ~umber of beads you
ai ere able to collect as the number of
india iduals looking for beads increased?

The I<i<i>lb<'> <f re re<1»ed as <nore peOple COmpeted
I<.>l' f<>o</.

Wa» it easier or harder to find beads during
the Ia»t round xvhen the entire group was
searching at the same tizne and the
"ecosoc stern" was experiencing over-
population'. Explain.

A»s«ers 'iill v<zrzi. S<»»e nzazi sazf flzatif <vas
e<Z»i< r I>e<.<Z<< e the < Or>Z nzea/ z<>a» agitated mOre,
eXI>O Iizg flic be>id»; <>ther» Zi>il/ S<ZZI fh<Ztif u>aS
/>or<I< r bee>iii e eeerZIOIZe >VaS Crui<><te<t arui<nd
the pail rill / «ggr»: 'i eel iI hiiizfizi; the beads.

Suppose that in order to zneet vour energv
requzn ment» for»urvix al, health, and
groin th, i ou require 10 beads per round,
Would i ou have been able to»urvive
through,ill the rounds? If not, how many
round» ii z>uld vou has e»urvived?

A>is<i'<'rs ii'III,'<zriz l>a!ed on tlie r'os<<Its.

Suppi>!c xo«could survive on onlv5 beads,
Wiozild v<>zz hai e»urx ived all rounds?

AII»Z<'ez'S ii 'Il/ V<iriI b<Z!e<f >>II fh<' I>e»II/f».

lt zlot, ho'iv mar>v wc>uld lou have
»i.i I X lved .

A>le<«''I'i I«' // V<if'I/ I'<I!Of i>n fh<' I'e»I<lt».

What wi>uld be the condition of your
lical th;

Healtlz zzoiild bei» jeopardzf. If<i«ger and
disease n oiild /ike/zI becozzze proble»zs.

How do you think animal» in the wild
would be affected, if they had to compete
for food in this manner? How did it mak»
you feel?

Anszz'ers zi>ill z><zrzI, Typica/III, aninials become
aggressive and hostile  Iziore fighting! zz>hen
others enter thei r territory. Con<peti tiozz causes
streSS, Smaller aizi Izials n>Ou/d g>et /esS fOOd a»<t
zi>ould therefore have less chance of siirviz a/.

6, Animals need more than food to survive
and be healthy. What are some of their
other needs?

Ti'zey need fresh zz>ater to drink aizd places to hide
and nest  size/fer and space!.

What would happen to a population if there
was not enough food or other essential
needs to go around?

The population zz>oz</d decliiie, f~"«er zz a«ld
surz>ive. Ezzentzza//zi, the population si=e «s»<I<f
fal/ zz>ithin the c<zrrztiizg cap<zcitzI of th<
ecosyStem azid pOpiilatiOn SiZe zi o«ld »tahiti:<.

7. Carrying capacity is the average num@ r i>t
individuals in a population that an eco-
systezn can support with its available
resources.

~ C raph the data from i our chart and
determine the average carry ing capacity
of the ecosystem for the 0 to 6 round» i>t
play.

Graphs zoill z>ariz dependiizg o» th< re i<It <I!l /
the nzimber of players. Thecarritiizg < >il><u It><
iz>il/ be tlie az>erage </uazzti t>I.

8. Apply the above situation to people. I  i>ii
inight competition tor resources in an
overpopulated area affect the health ot tlic
human popu lation?

Aizszoer» Zi'I/I I'ariz. GeIIel'a/III tt «i<is<'s . Iie-.-
zvhich Iizaii III'es<'Izf it. «!f as gree</. <I<<go>'. »< /
Vlo/enf be/zizz>loi. AIIZO>ig S >i<in pe<'I'/e II > �>1
caz<Se COOperaf<Ve belz<zz>ior i o><ib<ni>zi' >'zt>" I-
as iiz conlnlzilz<z/ /Iz>zzzi>,



Extension

0

As lottg as food, water, shelter, a»d space are
available, the health of the hunzan population
zvill not be in jeopardy. However, as competition
for higher standards of !ivizzg increase, the
results of stress may become more apparent.

How does this competition affect the
environment?

As the human population grozvs, humans
consume more and ntore of the earth's finite
resources water, vegetation, minerals, and
animals � leaving less for other organisms, less
for the physical environment, and ulti nzately
less for humans themselves, In the end, as the
environment is altered to take care of human
rzeeds, the quality of life for all organisms
decreases. This is evidenced by environmental
problems such as a reductton in biodiversity,
deforestation, and declining water and air
quality.

GAME 2: Invasion of an Exotic Species

1. How does the feeding success of the exotic
species compare to the success of the eco-
system's native species?  For each round,
compare the number collected by the exotic
species to the average collected by the
others.!

At first there may be li ttle di fference, but as
contpetition and overcrou>ding occur, the exotic
species should be able to collect ntore beads than
the native species.

2, Do you think that the results of this activity
are similar to the consequences of exotic
species invading an ecosystem in the wild?
Explain,

Yes, if an exotic species can eat a greater variety
of food than the native species, their chances of
survival and reproduction are much better.
Eventuallzt, they may take over much of the
habitat, causing the decline of nati ve species  as
has occurred rvith the Argentine fire ants and
nutria in sonze areas of the Gulf Coast region!.

3, Suppose the exotic species ate ONLY the red
beads. Would the effects on the available
food supply for the native species be the
same? Explain,

No, there zoo«ld be tzo competitiozt for food
beta>een the two species.

4. What are some w ays that exotic species
compete with native species besides vying
for food?

They compete for space, shelter, and water

GAME3: Dealing With Toxins ln The
Environment

1. What did the introduction of a "poisonous"
food source do to your attitude during
eating?

Answers will vary. They may mention attitudes
such as fear and caution,

2. Was the amount of food that you were able
to collect affected by the presence of the
poisonous food? Explain.

Yes, because of caution, the search was slozver
and fewer beads u>ere collected,

3. Were you able to survive as easily as in
GAME 1? Explain.  Remember, it takes 10
beads to thrive, and 5 beads to survive,!

Answers u>ill vary based on results. Generally,
the anszver will be no, because fewer beads were
collected,

4. Was your health affected by the presence of
this poisonous food? Explain.

Ansu>ers zvill vary. CeneraIly, yes for fewer
beads were co! lect ed.

5. How might wildlife in an ecosystem be
affected bv toxins in their environment?

There would be a decrease in population size due
to illness, death, and nzigration from the polluted
ecosystem.



ACTIVITY II

BEAT YA' TO THE BEADS
 Student 13ata Sheet and Summary Questions!

GAME 1: Competition For Food

Average the number of beads collected during each round for your group. Do this by
adding the total number of beads collected and dividing by the number of people participating
during the round. Record the average in the chart below.

Summary Questions

1. What happened to the number of beads you were able to collect as the number of people
looking for beads increased?

2. Was it easier or harder to find beads during the last round when the entire group was
searching at the same time and the "ecosystem" was overpopulated? Explain.

Suppose that in order to meet your energy requirements for survival, health, and ideal
growth and life-span, you require 10 beads per round, Would you have been able to
survive through all the rounds? If not, how many rounds would you have survive ed?

4 Suppose, if necessary, you could survive on only 5 beads. Would you have survived all
rounds?

If not, how many would you have survived?

What would be the condition of your health?



5. How do you think animals in the wild would b» aff»cted, if they had to compete f' or food in
this manner? How did it make you feel?

6. Animals need more than food to survive and be healthy, What are some of their other
needs?

What would happen to a population if there was not enough food or space to go around?
Consider each possibility.

7, Carrying capacity is the average number of individuals in a population that an ecosystem
can support with its available resources.

Graph the data from your chart and determine the average carrying capacity of the
ecosystem for the 4 to 6 rounds of play.

S. Apply the above situation to people. How might competition for resources in an
overpopulated area affect the health of the human population?

How might this competition affect the environment?

GAME 2: Invasion of an Exotic Species

During this game, one person is an exotic species and can eat ail colors of beads. The exotic
m ill begin playing in Round 2 and must keep his /her beads separate from the native



sp»cies. Th» nativ» species will average the. number of beads collected during each round
as in the pres ious game. Record the results of each round in the following chart.

Summary Questions

1. How does the feeding success of the exotic species compare to the success of the
ecosystem's native species?  For each round, compare the number collected by the exotic
species to the average collected by the others.!

2, Do you think that the results of this activity are similar to the consequences of exotic
species invading an ecosystem in the wild? Explain.

3. Suppose the exotic species ate ONLY the red beads, Would the effects on the available food
supply for the native species be the same? Explain.

4. What are some ways that exotic species compete with native species besides vying for
food?

Extension

GAME 3: Dealing With Toxins In The Environment

During this garne, each player must try to avoid handling red beads because they are toxic
 poisonous!, Play as in GAME 1, but at the end of each round, each player must:

~ Give up two beads for each red bead handled.



~ If five red beads were handled, the person is considered "killed" and the activity
continues without him or her.

Add the total number of beads collected, and divide by the number of people participating
during the round. Record the averages in the chart below.

Summary Questions

1. What did the introduction of a "poisonous" food source do to your attitude during eating?

2. Was the amount of food that you were able to collect affected by the presence of the
poisonous food? Explain.

3. Were you able to survive as easily as in GAME 1? Explain.  Remember, it takes 10 beads to
thrive, and 5 beads to survive.!

4, Was your health affected by the presence of this poisonous food'? Explain.

5. How might wildlife in an ecosystem be affected by toxins in their environment?
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Inc., 0 1989.!



EVALUATION QUESTIONS

MATCHING: Match each definition or example in the left column with the correct term in
the right column. Place the letter of the correct term in the space provided.

1. Members of the same species in an area

2. Organisms that make their own food

3. The maximum number of individuals a
habitat can support with its resources

4. Current growth pattern in the human
popula tion

5, Eat dead or decaying organic matter

6. Spiders, fish, and birds

8. More individuals are living than the
ecosystem can support

9. All the different species in an ecosystem

10, Animals entering or leaving an area

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the BEST answer for each statement,

1. Today's worldwide population of humans is approximately ? .

A. 5,6 billion
8, 10.6 billion
C. 100 million
D, 12 billion

2. Which ot' the following graphs represents the growth curve for the human
popula tion?

A D

CP
Q.0 Q 0 0

time ~time ~ time ~ time ~

7, Conditions in the environment that control
the rate of population growth

A. Community

B. Food chain

C, Consumers

D. Population

E. Detritivores

F. Overpopulation

G. Migration

H. Carrying capacity

I. Dynamic equilibrium

J. Exponential growth

K. Producers

L. Limiting factors



3. A coyote hunting and killing a rabbit tor loud is n~ example of a ? relationship.

A. symbiotic
B. predator/prey
C. competition
D. rnutualistic

4. Which of the following would NOT be considered a limiting factor for bullfrogs
living in a freshwater pond ecosystem?

A, The amount of available food.
8, The introduction of an exotic species that eats large fish.
C. Toxic chemicals that enter the pond in runoff.
D. Clearing the land surrounding the pond to develop a residential area.

5. Which of the following countries consumes the most resources and energy per
person?

A. China
B. Peru

C. The United States
D, india

6. Which of the following situations does '.NOT produce competition in an ecosystem.

A. Both nutria and muskrats build burrows in the banks of Gulf Coast rivers,
ponds, and lakes.

B, Seventy different Gulf Coast species need decaying trees for shelter and nesting
sites.

C, Snakes, hawks, and and foxes all eat field mice,
D. Birds eat ladybug beetles, ladybug beetles eat aphids, and aphids eat plant

juices,

7. The birthrate in the United States is decreasing, but population growth is still
increasing. The reason for this is that

A. the death rate is decreasing people are living longer lives,
B. people continue to migrate into the Uruted States.
C. couples are having more children today than they did forty years ago.
D. All of the above are correct.
E. A and B are correct.

8, An area where living things react with each other and with their nonliving
surroundings to recycle substances essential for life and to channel energy from the
sun through producers to consumers is called a n!

A. ecosystem
B. burrow
C. nest
D. niche



DISCUSSION: Use your best writing skills � spelling, punctuation, and grammar � in
responding to the following statements.

I, The following graphs show the population growth of two different species living in a Gulf
Coast meadow. For each population, describe the growth pattern and give reasons for the
its changes,

tttt
tO

0

time

Field Mouse Population

tlmtt

Fire Ant Population

2. Explain the connection between the rapidly increasing human population and declining
water quality in the Gulf Coast rivers, streams, and lakes,

3. List three actions that you can take to reduce waste and overconsumption of earth' s
resources.



EVALUATION � ANSWERS

MATCHING:

D
2. K

3, H

4. J
5, E

6. C
7. L
8, F
9. A
10, G

MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1. A
2. D
3. B
4, B

5. C
6, D
7 F
8. A

DISCUSSION:

1. a, The field mouse population shows a pattern
of dynamic equilibrium � it is rising and
falling around an average carrying capacity
 the maximum number of mice the ecosystem
can support with its avai7able resources!, This
balanced change is likely occurring because
predators � hawks, snakes, coyotes, efc,
keep the mice from overpopulating and essential
habitat components of water, food, space, and
shelter are available as long as the population
stays close to or below the carrying capacity.

b. The fire ant population is growing expo-
nentially � rapid, uncontrolled growth, The
lack of dips or flat places in the curve  pattern!
indicate that no limiting factors are hindering
population growth, For this type of growth to
occur, the ant 's essential habitat needs of food,
water, shelter, and space must bei n ample
supply and its predators must befell

~ People use water for bathing, drinking,
cleaning, cooking, watering yards, and
recrea ti on.

~ Industry uses wafer in manufacturing goods.

~ Agriculture uses water to irrigate crops.

2. Some explanations include:

~ Water is a solvent used to spray ferfihzer and
pesti cides.

~ Excessive fertilizer, pesticides, and toxic
chemicals  such as the residue from petroleum
products on streets and parking lots! flow
into lakes, streams, and rivers in runoff aftter
rai ns.

As fhe human population increases, the use of
water also increases. All these uses add to fhe
declinein the quantity and quality of water in
the Culf Coast 's lakes, streams, and rivers.

3, Answers will vary Refer to suggestions listed
in the Background Information on page 7.
Accept all reasonable responses.
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